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IHTRODUOTIOI 
This work aims to give an account of the parallels 
which exist between the l ines of Robert Herrick of 
Elizabethan Engl and and those of the Latin authors. 
In obtaining material for this thesis, the orks of 
only six Roman writers has been ·tncluded as particu-
larly relevant to the subject, those six being 
Horace, Oatullus , Tibullus, Propert1us, Ovid,and 
Martial. The discussion of other Latin writers has 
been excluded because the parallels which exi st 
between their lines and those of Herrick are not as 
extensive and may be understood by the reader a. a 
included in a more general way in this volume. 
The fact t hat no proof exists concerning Herrick's 
reading of the Latin authors makes it difficult to 
present a · study of this kind with any degree of 
definiteness. It is known that he attended St. John's 
Oollege, Cambridge and that in the curriculum work 
required there he must have studi.ed the classics. 
One is only able to oonj ecture, however, as to those 
writers whose works be read because the similarity 
in diction, style, and content among the Roman writers 
makes for a type of writing which is tradit1.onal., 
artificial, and convention-bound; and it is more 
often the assimilation of this than an original spirit 
bioh one notes in Herrick's writing. The reader,. 
therefore, should not accept the following parallels 
as exact reproductions, for they are more indica.tive 
of the Classic and Renaissance spirits in general 
than of Herrick or the Latin authors in particular. 
I wish to acknowledge my gratitude for the 
aseoistance of Professor Thomas R. Mather and Professor 
George M. Sneath whose kindly guidance has made this 
thesis possible. 
R. T. B. 
CHAPT_ER X 
QUINTUS HORATIUS FLAOOUS 
The attitude of Robert Herrick toward Quintus Horatius 
Flaccus is eepedially interesting to note tecause 1 t is · 
some hat different fr om hie fe-eling toward the other Roman 
writers. In his gayer moods ; Herrick generally turns to 
Oatullus, Ovid, Tibullus, and the others, whi le Horace i$ · 
more often his pa.tron when hie t houghts enter a more serious 
vein; and yet, t he similarity between t hese t wo writers ie. 
mpre easily seen in their appro ch to a blendi!lg·· of t he 
Epicurean and Stoic doctrines .. 
Although Herrick is a Ohristian in his ethics, :~ the 
.. ( 
· ~ 
lpiourean conception of pleasure as t he greatest good is 
often f ound in his poetry. .For example, note t he fol lowing 
thought: 
"While f a tes permit us, let•s be merry: 
Pass all e must the fatal farry; 
And this~ our life too whirls away 
ith the rotation of the daY•" (1) 
This same idea of giving no t hought to the morrow is also 
seen in t he follo ing lines fro m Horace: 
(1) Hesperides: " o Enjoy the Time" 
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ttquid sit futurum eras, fuge quaerere et 
quem Fore dierum oumque dabit, luoro 
appone nee dulcee amores 
sperne puer neque tu ohoreas, 
donee virenti canities abest 
rnorosa". . • •. (2) 
Several versions of this thought are found scattered 
; 
throughout the poetry of both these writers. One has only 
to turn, however, · to Herrick's poem, 11 To Live Merrily and 
to Trust to Good Verses" (3) to realize that he knew this 
particul ar Roman writer too well to believe he ·as merely 
searchingfor pleasure and bidding his reader to have no 
thought for tomorro while enjoying t he songs , birds, 
fl o ers, and loves of today; for in this poem., ou:: . English 
poet omits Horace's name when he pledges the bumper of 
wine in memory of several other Latin poets of the gayer 
t ype. In his Bacchanalian lyrics, moreover, it· is t he 
Greek Anacreon r ather than Horace whom Herrick resembles;· 
and hie love lyrics to various mistresses are more like 
the poems of Oatullus, the elegies of Ovid, and the sensuous 
odes of Anaoreon rather than the love poems of Horace. 
( 2) Oarmina.: I ,9 {3) Hesperides: "To Live Merrily and to Trust to Good Verses' 
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<' / --~lfttro,~ both these men advocate · pleasure as the highest 
.. 
goal in life~ therefore, one i s tempted to believe that 
t~hey ere merely following the conventional type of writing, 
despite the f act that they may have believed in it to a 
cer t ain extent. At apy r ate, the Stoic and Christian doc-
trines, which extol virtue as t he greates t good , occupy 
the upper most pl ace in t heir poetry . Their lines are very 
similar when they -contain terse maxims and ideas on prac-
tical philosophy, in which moderation and self-mastery are 
advocated. In the following lines~ for example, Hor ace 
prays that temper ance· will reign: ' 
"Natis in usum l aetitiae scyphis 
pugnare · Thr aoum est: ·· tolli te". barbarum 
morem, verecundumque Bacchum 
sanguineis ·prohtbete rixia;" 
while Herrick writes of moderation: 
(4) 
JtLet moderation on thy passions wait: 
ho loves too much too much the .lov' d will hatett; (5) 
and in still . another -~ couplet: 
"In things a moderation keep: 
Kings ought to shear, not skin their sheep. n (6) 
( 4) Oar mina: !,28 
(5) Hesperi4es: " oderation" 
(6) Hesperides: "Moderat ion" 
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In speaking of the upright man, moreover, Horace maintains 
that such a man has no need of weapons to protect him: 
"Integer vitae scelerisque purus 
non eget llaurie . iaoulie neque arou 
nee venenatis gravida sagittis, 
Fusee, pharetra, 
eive per Syrtee iter aestttosae 
sive facturus per inho~pitalem 
Oauoaeum vel quae loca fabulosue 
lambit Hydaspes 11 (7) 
Herrick also writes of virtue;, but in the following manner: 
"Each must in vertue strive for to excel: 
That man lives twice that lives the 
first life well." (8) 
From these illustrations one may easily see how keenly 
interested both these men are in virtue and self-mastery 
despite t he fact that both are writing from a different 
·· point of view: the one, Christian; . and the other, Stoic. 
Another thought which is often found in the poetry of 
both Herrick and Horace is that of the eolit'\lde of death. 
! 
Hor ace wri tee: 
(7) Carmina: !,22 (8) Hesperides: ·11 Vertu~"; also Martial; Epi.grammata; X, 23 
'· 
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"Eheu fugaces, Postume, Postume, 
l abuntur ann1, nee pietas morarn 
rugis et insta.nti senectae 
adferet indomitaeque morti; 
·- ·- ····•• !-• 
linquenda tellus et domus et placens 
uxor, neque harum.,. quae colis, aborum 
te pr aeter 1nv1aaa oupreeeos 
ulla brevem dominum sequetur" (9) 
Compare with this the following lines of· Herr1ok and note 
the similar thought: 
"Ah Posthumus! Our years hence fly, 
And lea.ve no sound; nor piety, 
Or prayers, or vow 
Can keep the wrinkle from the brow: 
But we must on, 
As Fate do's lead or draw us; none, 
None; Posthumus, co'd ere decline 
The doom of cruel Proserpine. 
The pleasing wife , t he bouse; the ground 
Yu~t all be left, no one pl ant found 
To follow thee, 
Save only t he Ourst-Oyprese tree" ...•... (lO) •. 
(9) Oarmina: 1!,14 (10) Hesper1des: "Hie Age" 
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As is easily seen, both these excerpts clearly express the 
idea t hat one must travel alone the r oad of death and may 
bring no friends or possessions along to make the way 
easier. 
In summing up this discussion of the similarity b t een 
Herrick a.nd Horace in respect to their pbiloeophy of l ife, 
it ~ould be well to quote Herrick's poem, "The Christian 
M.ili tanttt: 
"A man prepared against all ills to come. 
That dares to dead the fire of martyrdom 
That sleeps a.t home; and sailing there at ease, 
Fears not the fierce seditiqn of the seas; 
That's counter-proof against the farms mis-haps, 
Undreadful too of courtly thunderclaps; 
That wears one f ace, l ike heaven,. and never shows 
A change when fortune ei tber oo:nee'J, or goes; 
That keeps his own strong guard, in the despigbt 
Of what can hurt by da.y or harm by night; 
That takes and re~delivers every stroke 
Of chance , a s made up all of rock and oak; 
That sighs at other's death , smi les at his own 
Most dire and horrid crucifixion, -
Who for true glory suffers t hus, we grant 
Him t o be here our christian militant." 
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After reading this poem, one is apt to agree to a certain 
extent with Frederick W. Moorman who maintains that it is 
nearer the blended Stoicism and Epi cureanism of Horace's 
nature poems than it is to Christian ethics; for, although 
it doesn't violate Christian ethics, it is very much like 
the Stoic and Epicurean points of view. 
A second instance in which the kinship between Herrick 
and Horace is seen is found in their individual tastes . 
The latter's love for his Sabine farm is a prototype of the 
former's love for his glebe a t Dean Prior.. Both men till 
the soil themselves and find peace, enjoyment, and help 
from -it. Since rural life is fundamentally the same the 
.. 
world over, Herrick and Horace cannot help ap~oaoqing one 
another in their common surroundings an:Q. similar h~bits of 
life . Both,' moreover, had known city and court life and 
both had left the world of commercialism and noise for a 
peaceful, quiet, rural seclusion. It is just this seclusion 
which gi vee them both time to 'think, to compare values, and 
so to find materi al for their poetry. , To one who finds 
the city enjoyable, however, r ural life may become 
monotonous at times, and this is true of both these poets •. 
The Roman writer was fortunate in being situated near 
enough to Rome or to fas hionabie Bai~~ and Tibur to escape 
there 1.'rhenever he Wished t o mingle again with his literary 
friends or the courtiers. Our English poet, on the other 
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hand~ was not only far from London but was also tied down 
by parochial duties. He could not leave his rural seclusion 
so readily, and t hat is why one occasionally sees outbursts 
against Devonshire which are absent in Horace's account of ; 
his Sabine farm. Even though Herrick does give vent to 
petulant outbursts at times, one ·has only to look at such 
poems as "His Content in the Country" to realize the un-
affected joy he receives from Nature's quiet beauty and from 
·....__ 
rural fe s ti v1 ties, Both of these are l argely suffic·ient to 
act as a reconcili ation for his losses. So it is that "A 
Country Life" is also filled with Horatian echoes .. and one 
finds in it that same delight in the country and in rural 
life which Horace speaks of in part in: 
ttneo Martialis ' Haedili ae lupo~~ 
' 
utoumque dulci; Tyndari~ fistula 
valles et Ustioae cubantis 
Levi a personuere saxa, 
di me tuentur, dis pieta.s mea 
et Kusa cordi est. hie tibi copia 
manabit ad plenum benigno 
ruris bonorum opulenta cornu. 
hie in reduota valle Caniculae 
vitabie aestue, et fide Teia 
dices laborantis in uno 
Penelopen vitreamque Oiroen; 
-8-
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,,,. 
., . 
hio innocentis pocula Lesbii 
duces sub umbra, neo Semeleius 
cum Marte confundet Thyoneus 
proelia, neo metues protervum" .••••• (ll) .. 
In this same poem, "A Country Life", two of the more 
definite parallels to Horace's •ork followt 
1. a) tt A heart thrice walled with oak, and 
brass that man 
Bad, who first durst plough the ooean" 
b) "1111 robur et aes triplex 
circa I?eotus era t, qui fragilem truci 
commieit pelago ratem. 
primus, nee timuit .praecipitem Africum" {l2) 
2. a) "Nor ar-e tey .: dallY and , d~YQll:tL ~ffairs 
. - :----~ ---. 
Attended with. those 4eep•rate cares 
r - ~ . • - ~ 
• r " • 
Th' industrious merchant has" .......... . 
b) "Beatus ille qui procul negotiis, 
ut prisca gens mortatium, 
paterna rura. bobus exeroet _suis 
solutus omni fa.~nore".(l3) ...... . 
(11) Oarmina: I,17 
(.12) Oarmina: I ,3 (13) Epodon Liber: II 
.. 
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Several other examples such as these may be found in this 
same poem of Herrick; and the poem as a whole is typically 
Horatian in thought and in style. 
As one critic very aptly defines it, therefore, the 
tt most utilitarian aspect of Nature to Horace is that she 
refreshes the body, restores the spirit, and helps gebius 
create the things that are unseen;" (14)and this comment is 
also applicable . to Herrick's nature poetry. Both these 
writers feel deeply the sympathy between man and nature, 
and both of them reproduce this bond for others by writing 
their poems on nature and man. 
In the third place, the kinship between Horace and 
Herrick is also. seen to a ce.rtain extent in tbeiT love 
poetry. Although they both ·sing many ao~gs to several 
mistresses, and although their love poems seem to be con• 
trasts between fancy and actual! ty, there is a definit-e 
distinction to be made between the two. It is true t hat 
Herrick, just as Horace, writes more often from the point 
of view of fancy r athe.r than of :·real experience, but the 
former is often crude in his amatory verses. This may be 
attributed :to the time in whi.ch these lines were wri t ten; 
and yet, might not the same comment be made of the age in 
which Horace wrote? Although one is only able to make 
conjectures on this point, one might say that Horace is 
(14) Haight, Elizabeth: Horace and hi s Art of Enjoyment 
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writing ·his love poems just for the- fun of recalling his 
own or another•e· past · experiences; -while -Herrick, on the· 
other hand, iewriting amatory verses · beoause that is the 
conventional type of writing in his day. 
Whatever the answer may be, neither poet pretends 
to any depth whatsoever; and hile Horace's lines seem to 
.. 
written in the best of humor, Herrick's seem to be forced, 
and, at times, written under pressure. 
By way of a fourth similarity between these two 
men, their . devotion to many· friends and patrons should not,. 
be omitted. Hora ce writes again and again to h~.B patron, 
aeoenas; while Herrick writes more often to his many · 
friends. For example, Horaoe write.:! to Ma~oenas, t~lling 
him that if he should die first, Horaoe· will not be able to 
live either: 
''"a, te meae si partem animae rapi t 
maturior vis, quid moror altera,' 
nee oarus aeque nee euperstes 
integer? ille ·dfes utramque 
duoet ruinam. non ego perfidum 
dixi sacramentum; i bimus, 1b1mue, 
utoumque praeoedes, suprel'llUD! 
carpere iter comites parat1. 11 (15) 
(15) Oarmina: 1~,11 
-11-. 
Herrick- addrt)sses his friend, Endymion Porter, in the 
follo ing manner: 
"Let there be patrons; patrons like to thee, 
Brave Porter! Poets ne•r will wanting be: 
Fabius, and Ootta, Lentulus, all live 
,In thee, thou man of men! •ho here do • st give 
Hot only subject-matter for our wit, 
But likewise oil of maintenance to it: 
For which, before thy threshold, we'll lay down 
Our thyrse, for scepter; and our ba1es for crown. 
For to say truth, all garlands are thy due• t 
' The Laurel, »i:rtle, Oak, ;; and Ivy too. IJ (16) 
Herrick 1 s oou~l.et on it'l'rue tri_endshiptt, moreover, carries 
with it ,Practically the same thought found in _Epode I of 
Horace: 
a) " ilt thou my true friend be? 
Then love not mine,. but me." (17) 
b) "Ibis Liburnis inter alta .navium, 
a.mioe, propugnaoula, 
paratus omne Oaesarie perioulum 
subire, Maecenas, tuo. 
quid nos, quibus te vita si superstite 
iucunda, si contra, gravis? 
(16) Beaperidea: "To the Patron of · Poets, M. En.d. Porter .• n 
(17) . . H~sperides: "True Friendship" 
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utrum.ne iussi pers,equemur· otium 
non duloeni- tecum simul~ 
an huno laborem mente laturi, deoet 
qua ferre non· molles viros? 
feremue, et te vel per ·Alpium iuga 
inhoepitalem et Cauoaeum 
vel Occidentie usque ad ultimum sinum 
forti sequemur pectore".(l8).~············ 
In this last excerpt , Horace vows that he will follow · 
aecenas to war despite his poor , health. It is the love 
of a true friend which prompts him to do this. 
The belief of Herrick and Horace in the immortality 
of their poetry is the fifth and l ast consideration of 
their kinship. Both men believe that their poectrt is a 
monument which will outlive them, : and they ol1ng to this 
idea with a tenacity which nothing ca:n ·shake. Herrick 
may have xecalled the way in which Horace's hope had 
come tru~ ~ that although his fame had been veiled so 
long during the Middle Ages, it had finally come to light 
again in the Renaissance. This prophecy of the immortality 
of his own work is the subject of the last odes of Books 
II and III of Horace's Carmina.. Even the language in the 
follo ing poem is reminiscent of Horace: 
(!8) lpodon Liber: I 
-··-·-·-
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"Behold this living stone 
I rear for me, 
He•·er to be thrown 
Down. envious Time, by 
Pillars let some set up 
If so they please: 
Here 1s my hope 
And my Pyramides." (19) 
Compare this with the following: 
thee. 
"Exegi monumentum aere perennius 
regalique situ ~yramidum altius, 
quod non imber edax, non Aq~ilo impotens 
poss1 t diruere aut 1nnumerab111-:9 
annorum series et fuga temporum, 
non omnia mori ar mul'taque pars mel 
vitabit Libitinam: usque ego postera 
orescam laude reoens. dum Oapitolium 
scandet cum tacita virgine pontifex, 
d~ ga¥ ~ q}la ~iol~~s ,.: og s;trep~t - Audifue .;: .. 
et qua pauper aquae Daunus agrestium 
regnav1t populorum, ex humili potenA 
p~inceps Aeolium carmen ad Italos 
deduoisse modos eume superbiam 
(19) Heeperides: 11 His Poetry His Pillar" 
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quaeei tam · mer1 tie ·· et mib1 Delphi Cit. · 
lauro cinge volens, Melpomene, comam.-. (20) 
Also note the similarity in the following lines of 
Herrick: 
"Thou shalt not all die; for, while love's 
fire shines 
Upon his altar, men shall read thy lines, 
And learned musicians shall, to honour Herriotts 
Fame and hie name, both set and sing hie lyrics·. " (21) 
Both men, therefore, hol d steadfastly to this belief in 
'.-. ·· 
t he immortality .of their verses; and this hope has 
in~eed been realized. 
Although one critic maintains that "Further un-
doubted eimilari ties bet1t'ee-n Horace and Herrick must be 
taken as similarities of spirit and as imitationsil; (221 
nevertheless, certain Horatian at titudes cannot be 
omitted in a discussion of Herrick. These attitudes are 
his approach to the Stoic and Epicurean doctrines despite 
the f act that he is a Ohristian; his qevotion to many 
friends . and mistresses; hie consi(ierati on of death as 
a melancholy certainty; and his steadfas t hope in the 
i mmortality of his work. It cannot be denied that these 
attitudes are char acteristic of both Horace and Herrick; 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Carminat III,30 . 
Hesterides: "Upon Himself" . 
Hil s,. Myra E.% The Beauty, Variety, and Sources of 
Inspiration of Herrick's Poetry 
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and although it is possible that the similarity is only 
one of spirit~ one is tempted to ask whether the latter 
would have been as i mportant a writer without the 
inspiration of the former. 
-16-
OHAPTER II 
G.AIUS VALERIUS OATULLUS 
"Then this i mmensive cup 
Of aromatic wine, 
Oatullus, I quaff up 
To that terse muse of thine." (1) 
With these words, Robert Herrick himself pays tribute 
to the Roman lyricist, Galus Valerius Oatullus, and it is 
due not only to this tribute, but also to the resenfbiance 
of Her.rick • s poetry to that of Oatullus that one finds 
pleasure in comparing the two. 
The relationship between Herriok and this Roman poet . 
is more than a mere similarity of subject-matter, of 
style, or of content. The resemblance is seen, in the 
first place, in the disorderly arrangement of their poems, 
for both men have placed the loftiest lyrics side by side 
with the coarsest epigrams. This unebronologioal order 
in the Hesperides ·bas brought forth various opinions from 
modern critics; some say that Herrick's editors are 
responsible; others maintain that he was influenced by 
his master, Ben Jonson; while a few believe that Her.riok 
(1) Heeperides: '"To Live Merrily and to Trust to Oood Verses 
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himself was responsible. Whatever the answer may be, 
one is at onoe reminded of the similar disarrangement in 
the Carm1na of Oatullus; and, as in the Hesperides, 
while· most of Catullus• poetry ie found enjoyable, the 
modern reader 1D1ght question the poetic appeal of some of 
it. Although it is r ather disturbing to be raised to the 
heights of enjoyment in a. lyrio only to be thrust down to 
the depths of dislike in the epigram. the.t follows; one 
should bear in mind tha.t both Herrick and Oatullus ere 
writing in times very different from those of the twentieth 
century, and too moralistic a viewpoint should not ' be 
followed in analyzing their poetry. Neither poet profits 
by this utter lack of order, however, which irritates the . 
I 
rea.der and which causes him to a.ppreciate lese thos,e 
l yr ics whi ch are really fine. \ 
•' 
In the second place, one should notice the sinoe,re 
' :·i' 
way in which both poets lay bare their pe.rsonal 11k:e.s·_., 
'\ ~. . 
·; ' ~ . 
dislikes, hatreds, prejudices, etc.. Although Herrtclf. 
!\ : . 
seems to live in a land of fancy when writing o.f h~e · •· 
many mistresses, 1 t cannot be doubted t hat he is e~,noere · 
when writing of his love for London -(2) or that he \.-,1s 
~'!. . 
frank hen telling about his discontent at Dean Jlr,i or ~ (3) / 
(2) Hesperides: "His Return to London" (3) Hesperides: "Dis.oontent in Devon" 
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\1. 
\'. 
i.\ 
' ; \ 
'., : \ 
·,'j 
So it is ·wi th Oatullus - his love for Le8bia is real, and 
he nites about -it as frankly as it he were telling it to 
a eympath·etio friend. _ 
A third comparison may be made bet een these two 
poets in respect to their sympathetic natures . One h c.s 
-only to look at the subjects of many of their poems to see 
how often they devote their work to the expression of 
bereavement and to friendship in general. AR an exa.11ple 
of the former, take Oatullus·• bewail ing of the de ~tth of 
his brot er in +he Troa.1 and oompa.re i t tTi th Herrick • ~ 
lament for the det3.th of his brother Will iam: 
a) "Sed totum hoo studium luotu fra.terna mihi more 
., abetuli t . 0 misero fra.ter adempte mih1, 
/ tu mea. tu moriene fregisti oommoda, fr ;; ter, 
/ 
/ tecum una tota est nostra eepul ta domus;~ 
I 
1 omnia teoum una. perierunt ga.udia. nostra 
:( 
b) 
qua.e tuue in vita dulois aleba.t amor . 
cuiue ego interitu tota de mente fugavi 
' 
haec etudia atque omnis delioia.s ani mi. ~ ( 4} 
"Alas for met that I have lost 
E'en all almost: 
I 
~~ 
·I 
r 
I, 
~ ·. 
-·: ·. 
Sunk is my sight; set is my Sun; /i 
; !: 
: ~ 
And all the loome of life undone. j 
: ~ 
·' . j 
(4) Oarmina.; 68 j:· : !' . 
-1~ 
' ! 
I 
lr . 
\!, t 
· ···' . ·- ·;.. .. .• 
The staffe, · the Elme·, the prop• · the shelt 'ring wall 
Whereon my Vine -did crawle, 
Now, now blowne downe; needs must the old 
stock fall.* (5) 
Also note the follo ing in this same instance:-
"He knows not Love, that hath not. this truth proved, 
Love is most loth to leave the t hing beloved. 
,Pay we our Vowes, and goe; yet when we part, 
Then, even then, I will bequeath my heart 
Into thy loving banda; For Ile ·keep none 
To warme my Breast, when thou mY pulse 
art gone. 
,Jio.; here Ile las·t, and walk (a harmless shade) 
AbOUt this Urn.e, wherein t hy Dust is laid, 
To guard it so, as nothing here shall be 
Heavy, to hurt those sacred seeds of thee." (6) 
(5) Hesperides: "An Ode to Kaster Endymion Porter, 
upon his Brothers death." 
(6) Besperides: "To his dying Brother,. aster William 
Herrict.tt 
-20-
, 
One cannot .read these excerpts without feeling at once the 
passionate intensity and the genuine sorrow which prompted 
them - true sorrow which speaks to the hearts of all. 
' ., 
One sees Oatullus• devotion to hie friend Quintus 
in t he following: 
"Quinti, si tibi vie oculos debere Oatullum 
aut aliud si quid carius · es t -·oculis, 
eripere ei noli multo quod carius ill1 
est oculie seu quid oarius es~ ooulie." (7) 
An example of Herrick's devotion to friendship .is seen in 
the following poem: 
"When after many lusters thou sha.l t be 
Wr apt up in seare-cloth with t hine ancestrie, 
When of they ragged escutcheons shall be seene 
So little left, as if they ne'er had been; 
Thou shalt thy name have and thy fames 
best trust, 
Here with t he generation of my just." (8) 
In the fourth place.t t he resemblance b:etween the poetry 
of Herrick and Oatullus is seen in the similarity of their 
style. Both are careful to a-void mannerisms and superfluity 
of expression, and, . in do i ng · t his; . they effect · a terseness 
...... ·· 
(7) Oarmina; 82 (S) Hesperides: "To Hie Worthy Friend, .M . Arthur Bartly." 
. , 
and directness of appeal which is altogether pleasing. 
In the fifth place, the erotic poetry of Oatullus and 
Herrick should be given due consideration, sinoe this phase ·-
of their work has been attended by much discussion. Although 
they have been compared of late as love poets, it is the 
belief of several critics that it is on this point they 
should be contrasted. Tllis is especi ally apparent in the 
songs to Julia and the other mistresses where Herrick rarely 
exoreases the intense passion which is exhibited in Oatullus• 
. . 
lyrics t o Lesbia. This absence of pas sion in Herrick' s 
verses may be due to the f act t hat he did not think of his 
mistresses, as is maintained by most modern critics, as real 
characters. Whatever the expl anation may be, however, one 
has only to compare the lines to Anthea with the fifth 
lyric of t he Oarmina, for although Herrick reproduces the 
lines; 
"Da mi basia mill.e, deinde centum; 
De in mille al tera , de.in secunda centum; 
Demueque altera mi lle, deinde oentum." 
rather _skilfully: 
"Give me a kiss, and to that kiss a score; 
Then t o that t ·u-enty add a hundred JDOre; 
A thousand to that hundred, eo kiss on, 
To make that thousand up a million;" 
he substitutes other lines for the ones which follow in 
Oatullus because he is not moved by passion as is the latter. 
A further di fference between their love poetry, moreover, 
is seen in the fact that Herrick •s love for his mistresses 
cannot be traced through the various stages beginning with 
yearning and ending in disillusionment or hatred as can 
Oatullue' love for Leebia. Nor does Herrick mention rivals 
who seek to rob him of his loves. These differences cause 
one to note the distinction between the loves of Herrick 
which exist only in his imagination and the luridly real 
Lesbia of Oatullus. One wonders, therefore, whether 
Herrick 1 s love poetry ian' t his· way of trying to make life 
in Devonshire lees boring. From his own poetry one learns 
' 
that he loved the noise and bustle of London with its inns, 
its clubs, its urban interests and that he considered hie 
appointment to Dean Prior in the light of an exile. One 
is apt to believe, therefore~ that Herrick was merely play-
ing with fancy by writing to imaginary mistresses in an 
attempt to make his life as a. country pastor ,:!Pil'·' enjoyable. 
~Bf.~' ';! 
It was the custom a.t that time, moreover, to 'boa'st of many 
mistresses and to write on the subject of love - a. ouetom 
which was an outgrowth of the Renaissance attitude; and 
Herrick, . no doubt, was following other sixteenth century 
poets in writing conventional verses of this type. 
Another outgrowth of the Renai ssanoe was • .t :he custom of 
writing marriage hymns. Sixteenth century poet)~ indulged 
' \ 
in these along with their other love poetry, and \~?at of 
these ep.i thalami a. have as their prototype Oatullus l'·>·~n 
. \ . 
Nuptias Iulia.e et 14.anli1. Herrick was also very ~ fond:: of 
this type of writing, and so it is very natural tor orie to 
compare hie "Epi thalamy to Sir Thom s Southwell \~~&~.His 
·. ·;·~ 
.\. \•"'· Lady" with this lyrio by Oatullus. Despite Herriok' 'iiJ I \ 
':~ \ ··. 
failure to reproduce the genuine grace of:. ':;~ \ 
"Quia Deus magis ah magis 
Est petendue amantibus? 
. Quem oolent homines magis 
Ooel1tum? 0 Hymenaee Hymen, 
Hymen 0 Hymenaee" , 
he very nearly does so in: 
"Move forward then your Rosie feet, 
And make, what ere they touch, turn sweet 
May all, like flowrie 1 eads 
Smell, where your soft foot treads; 
And every thing assume 
To it, the like perfume: 
As Zephirus when he 'spires 
Through Woodbine, and Sweet bryers. 
. ., 
\ ~ 
:r ' ~ . \ 
t 
' \ 
·~ ' 
Then away; come Hymen~ guide 
To the bed the bashful Bride". 
Another similarity between the love poetry of Herriok 
and Oatullus may be seen i.n their love for the myetio 
ritual of the marriage ceremony which includes the anoint-
ing of the doorpoets~. the blessing of the eack-poeeet, the 
carrying of the brid.e over the t hreshold, a.nd the eearoh 
for t he nuts scattered by the bridegroom.. Oatullue speaks 
of t he latter when he says, 11 neo nuoes pueris negettt (9); 
and Herrick reproduces this idea in, 
"the Bride-groom puts 
The eager Boyes to gather Nuts" (10) 
Herrick catches the Roman spirit when describing these 
various customs; and one finds many examples of parallels 
in t his respect between his poetry and that of Oatullus . 
The epigrams found in Herrick's poetry form a sixth 
consideration, for they very closely resemble those of 
Catullus. These epigrams may be divided into two classes: 
those written in a satirical vein, and those ''ri tten in an 
optimi stio or friendly manner. Concerning the former, _one 
finds that, like those in t he Oarmina, they are extremely 
coarse and often repulsive . . They contain very little wit, 
and such humor as is found in them tends. to increase 
r ather than to relieve this coarseness. The disorderly 
(9) Oarmina.; 61 (10) Hesperidee: 11 'Epi thalamy to Sir Thomas South·1Nell and His Lady" 
arrangemen.t of .the .. Hespe.rides, moreover, tends to make these 
epigr ams all the more repulsl ve, scat-tered aa they are 
among t he daintiest lyr ics. · As has been previously pointed 
out , ho ever, t he modern rJader shoul d not be t .oo criti cal 
without tak ing i nto consi deration the di f ference bet .. ,een 
the older and the more modern outlook on life. Concerning 
the second class of epi grams, one finds that a more 
favor.able cri tic1 sm may be given. Under this t ype oome . 
those epigrams written upon himself' and upon his friends. 
Herrick again resembles Catullus in his love for "riting 
poems about himself; and one needs only to note such 
examples as the following: 
a ) "Thou shalt not All die; for while Love' s fire 
shines 
Upon his Altar, men shall read thy lines ; · 
And learn'd Mueioia.ns shall to honour Herr1cks 
Fame, and his Name, both set, and sing his Lyricks." 
', 
b) "Miser Catulle, desinas ineptire, 
Et,. quod vides perisse, perditum ducas, 
Ful sere quondam oandidi tibi soles, 
Cum vent1 tab_ae, quo puella ducebat 
(11) ~esperides: "Upon Himselftt 
(11) 
. ; 
Amata nobis, quantum · amabitur nulla. 
Ibi 1lla multa tam iooosa, fiebant, 
Quae tu volebas, neo puella nolebat. 
Fulsere vere oand1d1 t1b1 soles •. 
Nuno lam 111 a. non vult:· tu quoque, 
1mpotens,. noli; 
lfeo, quae fugit, seotare;· nee m.if!_er vlve. 
Sed obstlnata mente perfer, obdura. 
-Vale, puella; iam Oatullus obdurat: 
Beote requiret, nee rogabl t 1nT.1 tam. 
At tu dolebis, oum rogaberis nulla, 
Soeleeta noote. Quae t1b1 manet vita? 
Quia nunc te ad1b1t7 quo1 v1deber1a bella? 
Quem nuno ama.ble? Quolus esse d1oer1s? 
Quem basiabis? quoi la.bella illordebie? 
At tu, Oatulle, desti.natus obdura. • (12) 
.• .. 
·· .. ·;. ·· 
In the former, Herrick promises fame .for himself. In the 
latter,. Oatullus pities himself for unb.appine.ss in love •. 
In another epigram, fterriot tells about Shark, the 
napkin-snatober: 
"Shark when he goes to any publiok t.eaet, , 
Ia tee to ones thinking, of all there, the le-ast. 
(12) oarmina: 8 
; . 
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hat saves the master of the House thereby? 
hen if the servants searoh, they may descry 
In his ide Oodpeece, (dinner being done) 
T o Napkins cram 1 d up, and a silver Spoone. '' (13) 
Oatullus chides A.sinius for t he same reason: 
"Marruo1ne Asini, manu sinistra 
non belle uteri s in ioco atque vino: 
tolli s lintea neglegentiorum. 
Hoc salaum esse putas? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
Quare aut hendeoaoylla.bos treoentos 
exspect aut m1b1 lintcum remitte, 
·quod. me ·non movet aeetimatione 
verum est mnemoeynum mei sodalis 11 ••• (14) 
Fr om these t wo examples, one can easily see the wide 
r ange of subjects which Herrick and Oatullus ·ohoose for 
t heir epi gr ams . Some ar e delightful; other s are repulsive. 
It 1$ up to the reader to determine t hose ·.vh ioh are 
appealing and those which ar~ not. 
· By ray of a seventh similarity, one should note how 
the /sympathetic and finely wrought natures of t he English 
' 
.:'. 
(13) Hesperides: "Upon Shark" 
(1~) Oarmina; 12 
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and the Roman poet are shown in their poetic treatment of 
~he death of two spa.rrows ... the one bewails the death of 
his o\m pet; the other the bird of his mistress. Note 
how Herrick catches the spirit of thP- Veronese poet in 
the following; -
"Phill, the late dead. the l ate dead Deare, 
0! may no eye distil a Teare 
For you onee lost,. who weep not here! 
Had Leebia {too-too-kind) but known 
This Sparrow, she had soorn•d her own; 
And for this dead hi ch under-lies, 
ept out her heart, as rvell as eyes .. 
But endlesse Peace, sit here, and keep 
My Phill, the time he has to sleep, 
And thousand Virgins cone and weep ." (15) 
for comparison take Oarmen III.: 
"Lugete .• 0 Veneres Qupidinesque 
et quantum est hominwa venustiorum. 
Passer mortuus est meae puella.e, 
passer, delioiae meae puellae, 
quem plus illa ooulis sui.s amabat: 
n· m mellitus erat euamque norat 
i psam tam bene quam Pt?-ella matrem." 
(15) Hesperides: "Upon the Death· of His Sparrow" 
--as--
A final parallel between the poetry of Herrick and 
Oatullus is seen in the similar f ate which each one .ishee 
for his finished book~ In the epigram, ttTo his Book", 
Herrick echoes Oatullusl mood very well: 
11 Make haate aiva.y and let one be 
A friendly pe.tron unto thee: 
Lest, r apt from hence, I see thee lie 
Torn for the use of pastery: 
Or see they injur' d leaves serve "vell 
To m.nke loose gowns for. m ckerel• 
Or see the grocer ~ in a. trice 
Mak(~ hoods of thee to serve out spice," 
Oa tullue• ,.,ersion of t his thou~~ht is found in the follow-
ing: 
tt Smyt~na mei Oinna.e nona.m pos t denique me.ssem, 
Quam coepta. es t , nonamque edita. post hiemem: 
£ilia cum interea quingenta Hortensiue uno 
~ .. ,. ... ... ,.~ ~ ·· · ·,···· .... 
Smyrna. c ava.s Atacis peni tus mi tte'tur ad undas, 
Smyrnam inoana diu secula pervoluent. 
·At Volus i anna.les . • ~ . • • • • • . • . • 
Et laxa.s scombrie saeJ?e da.bunt tunicae . 
-30-· 
.. 
Parva mei mihi sunt cordi monumenta . . . . ... 
At populus t umi do gaudea.t Antimaoho." (16) 
In ooncluE~ion, one ·snould not go so far a.s to refer 
to Herrick as "the most Oa.tullian of poets since 
Oatullue" (17). s i nce the former did not ae·tually borrow 
passages from t:he l at ter. I t i s true , ho~ever, that 
an outstnnding s im: l arity exists bet\ een their poetry, 
but t hi s resemblance exists onl y because they have 
both mastered the art of wri t ing lyric poetry with a 
spontanei t y , an intenei~y, and a ter~eness of form and 
expreRsion. Neither poet lones his om personal! ty to 
the other.. Both are lyrici s t ~1 in thei r own right. 
Herrick i s English, and Oat ullus i s thoroughly Roman; 
but one oe,nnot r ead the one wi t hout being i mmecUately 
reminded of the other. 
ClG) Oarm1na.; 95 (17) Lowell: Essax ~ Lessing 
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- CHAPTER II I 
Alb1us 'ribullue 
.. Now,_ to Tibullue next 
This flood I drink to thee; 
But stay. I see a text 
That this presents to me. 
Behold! Tibullus lies 
Here burnt. whose small return · 
Of ashes scarce suffice 
To fill a little urn• (1) 
The three main themes running throughout the works of 
Tibullus are a love of country life and a delight in rural 
religious festivals,_ the eulogy of a patron, and the love 
of a mistress; and each of these is also celebrated in 
verse by Herrick. It is in his love for country life, how-
ever, that our English elegist 1e most akin to the Roman, 
for both men sing about· sowing and reaping; herds and 
flocks; orchards and gardens; trees •. birds, flowers; 
festivals and fe.asts; and about rural love. This similarity 
is seen in several instances, one of which is the abili~ty 
to live life free from the cares of wealth.. Note this 
feeling in the following excerpts: 
(1) Hesperidee: "To Live :Merrily and to Trust to Go6d Verses" 
a) "iam mih1" 1am pose1a oontentus viv-ere parvo." (2) 
b) '*To teach man to confine desires; 
And to know that riches have their proper stint 
In the contented mind. not mint • . " .• ~ (3) 
Also compare the thought in these lines: , 
a) 11 parva seges satis est; satis est~ requiescere leoto 
silicet et solito membra levare toro 11 (4) 
b) "But walk'st about thine own dear bounds, 
Not envying others l arger grounds: 
For well thou know•st, •·tis not tht extent 
Of land makes life, but sweet content." (5) 
The lines ot both writers are also filled with praises of 
a quiet, pe~ceful oouqtry life as contras ted with the 
hazardous life · of the lnerohant, the soldier, etc. 
This thought is mentioned several times: 
a ) "Thou never plougb 1 et the ocean's foam 
To seek and bring rough pepper home" (6) 
b) ~nee vagus ignotie repetens compendia terris 
presserat externa nav1ta merce r atem" (7) 
(2·~ Elegiae; I,l (3. · Heeperi.de•l "A Country Life: To his Brother" 
(4 Elegiae: I,l (5) Hesperides: "The Country Life• (6) Besperides: "The Country Life" 
( 7) Elegi9:et I ,3 
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c) "Nor are thy daily and devout affairs 
Attended with those desp•rate cares 
Th' 1ndustr1ousmerchant has, who for to find 
Gold, runneth to the Western Inde" (8) 
d) "hoc mihi contingat: sit dives iure, furorem 
qui maria et tristes terre poteet -pluvias," (9) 
Their feelings concerning rural life, therefore, may be 
summed up in the two lines of Herrick which follow: 
•sweet country life to such unkno~ 
Whose lives are others• not their own" (10) 
Miss Aiken strikes an interesting note in her work (11) 
when she picks out excerpts from the poetry of Tibu1lus 
and uses them as elegiac parallels to sections of Herrick's 
poem entitled/The Hoot..;.nart or Harvest Home- .. • Tbe 
greater part of this study is present.ed below sho•1ng 
that the main elements of a harvest. festival are the 
same, whether 1 t be in Devonshire or in Italy.: 
(6) Hesperides: •A Country Life: To his Brother• 
(.9) Elegia.e-: 1 .• 1; also see Chap. I,p.9, note 13 (lO)Hesperides: "The Country Life• (11) Aiken, Pauline: The Influence of the Latin Elegists 
-on English Lyric Poetry, 1600-1650 
· The White Procession -The White Procession 
ttcasta placent euperie: pura ttcome forth 6 my lord, and see 
cum veste ven1te the oart 
et manibus purls sumite Dress'd up with all the country 
fontis aquam art. 
cerni te, ·fulgentes ut e.at See, here a maukin, there a 
· sacer agnus ad aras sheet 
vinctaque post olea candida As spotless pure as it is sweet; 
turba comas• (12) 
Devotions 
11 Quisqu1s adest, .f aveat; . 
fruges lustramus et agros 
ritus ut a prisoo tra.ditus 
extat avo" (13) 
(12) Elegiae: II,l 
(13) Elegiae: II,l 
The hor$ee, mares, and frisking 
fillies 
Clad all in linen white as 
lilies" 
Devotions 
•some bl~$e the oart, some kiss 
the sheaves._ 
Some Pl"irl:k them up with 
oa1ten leaves; 
Some cro~s the fill-house, 
some with great 
Devotion stroke the 
home-borne wheat." 
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The Feast 
" ..•• ooronatu.s · stabi t -et - · -. -
ipse oal1.X at -Si'bi quieque 
dapes et festas exstruet 
alte" {14) 
'rhe Feast ··· 
" ... ~. where, for your · mirth 
Ye shall see first the 
large and chief 
Foundation of your feast, 
fat beeftt 
Drinking Drinking 
"Nunc mihi fl.imosos veteris 1' And for to make the merry 
proferte Falernos cheer, 
consul is et Ohio sol vi te vinola If smirking wine be \Yanting 
cado vina diem celebrent" (15) here, 
There's that which drowns 
all care, stou.t beer. " 
A Health to the Poet. • s Patron A Health to t he Poet's Patrod 
"sed •.bene· Messa1la.m" sua quisque 1 Wh ich freely drink to your 
ad pooula dioat" (18) lord's health• 
This study sets forth but a few of the 1.nstancea when com .... 
parisons may be made between the poetry of these two men. 
The final parallel quoted above, moreover, ie only one 
example of the many times Herrick and Tibullue pay tribute 
to their patrons. In the case of the former, the tributes 
(l4) Elegiae: II,5 
(15) Elegiae:. II, 1 (16) Elegiae: II,l 
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are limited to one man. l!essalla, whereas the latter's 
book contains many lines to various patrons. 'l'ibullus. 
for example. falls ill in Phaea.cia and writes to 
Messalla to the effect that he is unable to accompany 
him further on his campaign: 
"Ibitis Aegaeas sine me, Messalla, per undas, 
o uti.nam memores ipse oohorsque me1 f~; (17) 
and he goes on to say that if his time has come, let a 
stone be raised upon his grave stating that be died accom-
panying llessalla~ . 
"H~O IAOET I MMITI OONSUMPTUS MORTE TIBULLUS, 
. ·: . ·.~\ . 
MESSALLA- TERRA DUM SEQUITURQUZ MARl" (18) 
In another instance. Tibullus celebrates Messalla's triumph 
over the people of Aquitaine: 
. ~ ~ ..... . "novos ·pubes Romana triumphos 
vidit et evinotos braochia capta duces: 
at te viotricee lauros, Messalla., gerentem 
portabat nitidie currus -eburnue equis"; (19) 
and in this same elegy he praises essalla's thoughtfulness 
in procuring a good road for the people of Alba and 
Tusoulum to use travelling· to and from Rome: ., ·< 
nat tibi succresoat proles quae f acta parent!~· ' .. 
augeat et circa stet veneranda senem. 
(17) Elegiae: 1,3 
(18~ Elegiae: 1,3 
(19) Elegiae: 1,7 
', \ 
·\ . 
·· .... , 
nec · taoeat monumenta viae, ques 'l'uscula tellue 
oandidaque · antiquo de.tinet Alba Lare. 
namque opibus congesta tuis hto ·glarea dura 
sternitur, hie apta iungitur arte silex. 
te canet agricola, a magna oum venerit urbe 
eerus, 1noffensum rettuleritque pedem. 
at tu, Hatalis multos celebrande per annos, 
candidior e·emper cand1d1orque veni." (20) 
The relationship between 'l'ibullus and his patron is very 
much the same as that between Horace and Maecenas.. Although 
it is impossible, therefore, to quote excerpts which will 
be exact pa.rallels to the foregoing, one may pick out any 
number of lines from Herrick's poetry "hich contain much 
the same friendly affection that is found in the verses 
of 'l'ibullus. Note, foJ.... example, t he following: · 
"When to thy porch I come, and ravtsh.t see 
The state of poets there attendipg thee, 
Those bards and I all in a chorus ~ing, 
We are t hy prophets, Porter, thou 61u~ king. tt (21) 
Herrick likewise pays tribute to two of his many friends: 
a) 11 '1'his is that princely Pem,berton j '- Who can 
- : '\. 
. \ 
Teach man to keep a god in man' 
\ . 
:,. 
(20) Elegiae: I, 7 , i · 
(21) Hesperides.: "To the Honoured, l!ast,r, Endymion Po.rter" .· 
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\ 
And when wise poets shall search out to see 
Good men,. they find them all in thee." (22) 
\ 1;:>) •say, we must part; slfeet mercy bless 
Us both 1 1 th 1 sea, camp, wilderness. 
Can we so f .ar 
Stray, to become less circular 
Than we are now? 
No, no>that self same heart, t hat vow, 
Which made us one;: shall ne'r undo,._ 
Or ravel so to make us two" (23) 
from these few quotations, therefore, it may be seen that 
although Herrick's verses contain lines written to several 
friends rather than to one patron in particular (as is the 
case with Tibullus), the same ~Pil."it of sympathy, love .. and 
the desire to be hefpful 1s present in the poetry ·of both. 
The third important similarity between t he poetry of 
t hese two men is seen in their lines dedicat~d to the love 
of a mist ress. Tibullus• erotic lines are penned to t wo: 
Del ia and Nemesis; while Herrick, as has previously been 
pointed out, writes to several mistresses. Their verse$ 
are typical love poems of the artificial type wherein love 
is depicted now as a disease, now as a kind of warfare, and 
(22) Hesperides: "A Panegyric to Sir Lewis Pemberton" 
(23) Hesper1des: "His Age: Dedicated to his Peculiar Friend 
M. John Wickes, Under the Name of Posthumusn 
'· 
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again as an Elysium. One modern writer, in speaking 'of 
' 
Tibullus, also sets forth the general idea of Herrick's 
love _'poetry when he says, "His ideal of happiness is a 
permanent union ending only with death, of Which the pain 
should be mitigated by the sympathy of the loved object" ( 24) 
The parallels exemplifying this similarity are not as 
extensive as those depicting country life, but a few of 
them will suffice to give one the general idea. Herrick, 
for example. imitates a passage from Tibullus in his 
·poem entitled "'l'he Apparition of His Mistress Calling Him 
to Elys~um": 
•come then, and like two doves with s1lv 1 ry wings, 
Let our souls fly to the shades where ever springs 
lit smiling in the meade; where balm and oil,. 
Roses and cassia, crown the untill'd soil; 
..•..•..........•.. ~ .. •.• .•...•.............•.... 
here ev•ry tree a wealthy issue bears 
Of fragxe.nt apple.s, blushing plums, or pears, 
....... --:--: - 1 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Here naked younglings, handsome striplings, run 
Their goals .for virgins kisses; lfhioh wnen done,. 
Then unto dancing forth the learned round 
Commixt they meet, with endless roses orown'd. 
(24) Sellar, W. Y.: The Roman Poets of the Augustan Age 
-40.;. 
And here we'llsit on primrose banks,. and see 
Love*s chorus led by Oupid; and 9t'e'll be 
Two loving followers too unto the grove, 
here poets s.ing the stories -of our love•" 
Compare with this Ti bullus• lines stating that Venus 
herself shall escort him to Elysian fields beoause he 
has always followed Love's commands·t 
"sed me, quod facilis tenero sum semper Amori, 
ipsa Venus campos duoet in Elysios. 
hie choreae cantueque vigent. passimque vagantee 
duloe . sonant tenui gutt~re carmen a.ves; 
fert casiam non oulta seges, totosque per agros 
floret odoratis terra benigna ·rosie; 
ac iuvenum series teneris immf.Xta puellis 
ludit, et adsidue proel1a miscet amor .• tt (25) 
Both men, moreover. consider it dangerous to refuse to 
love: 
a) "O beware~ in time submit; 
Love has yet no wrathful f1 t .• 
If her patience turns to ire, 
Love is then consuming fire." (26) 
b) "deus crudelius urit 
quos videt invitos sucoubuisse sibi" (27) 
(25) !legia~: I,3 
(26) Heeperides: "To Electra" 
(27) Elegiae: 1,8 
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o) •tove love begets; then never be 
Unsoft to him who's smooth to thee:" •..• (28) .. 
d) "nee tu difficilis puero tamen esse memento: 
persequitur poen1s tristia f acta Venue" (29) 
Another stock theme is the ,swift passing of youth and love 
and t he advice to enjoy them while it is permitted one: 
a) "Drink • 1ne, and 11 ve here bli theful ·.vhile 
ye may; . 
The morrow's life too late is live todaytt (30) 
b) "at tu dum pri.m1 floret tibi temporis aetas . · 
utere: non tardo l abi tur ill a pede." (31-) 
c) "Oome, let us go, while we are in our prime, 
And · take the · harrnle~s fol~y of the time. 
·~ . : 
We shall grow old apace, and die 
Before we know our liberty." ( 32) 
d) "at si t ardus erie, errabis. Tra nsiit aetas 
quam otto! non segnis stat remeatve dies." (33) 
This motif, moreover, is very closely coupled with the 
knowledge of the nearness of death and a deep interes t in 
(28) Hesperides:- ttTo Electra. Love Looks For Love" (29) Ele@Le; I,8 
(30) Hesperides: "To Youth" 
(31) Eleg1a.e: 1,8 
(32) Hesperides: "Oorinna •s Going A Maying" 
(33 ) fleg1 aer I,4 
the disposal of the body after death. Tibullus shows his 
- ~warenees - of dea th in- the following: · 
"tam veniet tenebris More adoperta caput"; (34) and 
Herrick's words are similar in thought: 
a) "Out of the world he must who once comes in: (35) 
b) "Time flies away fast, · 
Our hours do waste, 
The while we never ~JSmember, 
How soon our life here 
Grows old with the year, 
That dies with the · next December.• (36) 
Concerning the disposal of the body after death, Tibullus, 
.a.fraid he might die in a foreign land, bemoans the fact 
that he has no one to carry out the funeral rites: 
n; ............... non hie m1h1 mater 
quae legat in maestos ossa perusta sinus, 
non soror, Assyrios cineri quae dedat adores 
et fleat effusie ante sepulora oomis, 
Delia. non usquam quae,. me quam mitteret urbe, 
dicitur ante omnes oonsuluisse deoe." (37) 
Herr1ok gives specific directions to some of his mistresses 
(34) Elegiae! . I,l 
(35) Heeperides: "None Free From Fault" 
(36) Hesperides: "To Electra" . 
(37) fleglae: I,3 · 
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concerning hie burial rites_ Note t hose to Perilla: 
••Twill not be longi Perilla~ after this~ . 
. That I must give thee the supreme at kiss; 
Dead when I am, first cast in salt, and bring 
.. \ Part of . the dream from t hat religious spring, 
' 
' With which, Perilla, wash my hands and feet; 
•• ~ It •••••••••• · - • • · •••. •••••••. • - ~ •••••• tt •••••• ~ • 
follow me weeping to my turf and there 
Let fall a primrose,. and with it a tear: 
Then lastly, let some weekly-strewings be 
-Devoted to the memory of me." (38) 
Tibullus• observations are very general for t he most part, 
although Lygdamus (39) gives very detailed instructions as 
to his funeral rites. Whether these two writers are one 
and the same person is very difficult to ascertain, and so 
it is j ust as well to omit t hese parallels here. 
Thus it i s t hat the simila.rlty between t he verses 
of Tibullus and Herrick exists, - a threefold resemblance 
oonet~t~ng of l ines on country life,. on the love of a 
mistress, and on the eulogy of a patron. Other parallels 
do exist in addition to t hese three but since they are 
generally very closely connected with them~ · tt is not necessar 
(38 ) Heeperides-: "To Perilla" 
(39) Lygdamus is an unidentified eleg1st whose lines are 
generally included in the third book of 'l'ibullus. 
·- ~ . 
L. 
to include them in this discussion. As is the case with 
t 
th~ _ ~ther Roman writers of erotic poetry and witb 
Her.rlck, Tibullue is offensive at times to the modern 
.. ' 
rea\~er; _ but as has been previously pointed out, the 
differences between our times and theirs should be taken 
j\ ' 
. . 
i ,nto consideration. At hie best, Tibullus "holds a place, 
f ar indeed from the highest, among those poets who please 
\ 
ev&J"Y generation of readers by the attraction of their 
. ' 
·,·. 
per'sonal1 ty, the purity of their taste, the sincerity of 
the·ir feeling, the music of their diction, and the 
ade.que.oy ·of their gen.tus to body forth pleasing pictures 
from nature and human life in keeping with the movement 
o_f the1rspirit." · (40) No greater tribute could be . 
paid to t his Roman poet, and a careful examination of 
Herrick 1 e verses shows tha.t these same qualities . may be 
applied to him. 
(40) Sellar, W. Y.: The Roman Poets of the 
'· -
. ' •· '\ ' ., ~ ; t· ··.;·: ~ · .. 
! • 
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CHAPTER IV 
. ' 
Sextus Prop$rt1g 
•Round •. round. the l-oot does run 
And being rav1sh 1 d thus 
Oome, I will drink a tun 
!o my Propertius• (1) 
Since aany _parallels are to be found between th 
poetry of Robert Herr~ok and t .he Roman elegiac poet 
Propertlus, one feels that the former must have eagerly 
rea.c:i, ·studied, and assimilated much of the thought content 
and' literary obaraoter1st1os of the latter•s poetry; and 
one is also able to understand, therefore, bow the 
comparatively modern Inglish poet came to par the above 
tribute to his early Rosa.ri predecessor .• 
. Although the similarity . between these two men is 
seen in various ways,. it is in their love poetry that moat 
of the parallels are to be found. !he whole tradition· of 
a series of love poems addressed to one or _several mis-
tresses. and the typically ele.giao tone in which both men 
write aooountefor this marked similarity. Line after 
line of their verses is devoted to querulous comp1aints 
about the lady·' s cruelty, perfidy, or laok of interest; 
(1) H~sp~~ides: *To ·Live Jlerrily and to Trust to Good Verses• 
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to the joys received frota her f avors; to the glorification p, . 
of some of tb~ most trivial details of her daily life. eto. 
Their quarrels and their reoonoiliations are written of in 
-:· ;:• 
the frankest ··anner; and~ a.s is the oa.se with both Herriok. 
/ . 
and most o~/the Roman writers. this frankness very often 
' . 
/ 
reaoh·es t~~ point of indeoenoy. · .one. of the more def1n1 te 
1. ' I' 
. j7 . 
examples q'f the pees1m1st1o ton-e found in the verses of 
' J 
these two{·men 1s the lover • e bitterness at his own. misfortune 
I 1 
and his ~dvioe to others to beware of a similar fate. In a 
( 
state of disillusionment, Prop.ertius begs to be taken to 
some_.far-a.way land away from all women: 
•ferte per extremas gentes et fert-o per undas_. · 
qua non ulla meum femina. nori t 1 ter• (2) ...... . ; 
and in a later poea, be warns all lovers that no woman will 
be faithful for any length of time: 
"tu quoque, qui pleno fastus assuml• amore, 
oredule, nulla diu femina pondus h.abet •. • (3) 
Herrick also has a very bitter outlook on love but in a 
mo:re general way. Wote., for example, the following oases! 
a) 1 LoYe he that will; 1t best likes me~ 
.To have my neck from love•e yoke free" (4) 
(al Eles1ae: 1.1 (3 11eglae: 11.,25 
(4 ·Heaperldes 11 Another• 
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b) "Rather than love, let me ever be lost; 
Or let me •gender with eternal frost" (5) . 
Both men, moreover, ref·er to love as a disease. 
Herrick maintains that hie illness can be cured only by 
the reciprocation of the loved one.: 
·. •some salve to every sore we may apply, 
Only for my wound there' .s no remedy: 
Yet if my Julia kiss me, there will be 
A sovereign balm found out to cure me• (6) 
Oompa!re with thia the words of Propert1us: 
•omnes humanos sanat medioina dolores: 
solue amor morbi non amat ar·tifioem. • (7) 
Herrick again sets forth this same thought in: 
"No berba _ have power to cure love•t. (8) and a 
similar version is· found in Propertiue: 
"Jon hie herb• valet, ·non p~o nocturna Oytaeis, 
non Pe:rimedeae gramina docta. manus• (9), 
wri tere\ 
,. ''\ 
In this same connection, moreover, · 'both these 
consider that the lover's dee,th is very often 
cruelty of the mistress. Propert1us phrases 
in the following: 
due ·to 1 th~ 
(5) 
(6) 
~~~ (9 
Hesperides: 1 Against Love" 
Hesperides: "Upon Love• 
Elegiae: II,l 
Besperldes: "On Himself" 
'E1eg1ae: II,4 
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et .subito mtrantur funus amici" (10) 
and · \::· · .
. ··~) . "tal1aque 1llaor1mans autae lace verba fa.v1llae: 
I j 
' I 
. ·~ .f 
·. y 1Hu1o misero fatwa. dura puella fuit• "(11) 
Oompar~ with these the same thought in Herrick 'e· words:. 
•And, cruel maid, because I see 
You scornful of .my love and 111e, 
I 111 trouble you n.o more; but go 
Ky way, •here yousbil never know 
What 1s become of me. There I 
.Will find me out a path to die, 
Or learn some way how to forget 
You and your name for eve.r.• (12) 
In a discussion of this kind, however, one should · 
consider not only the pess1m1sm, bitterness, and d1e-
1llus1onaent found in the erotic poetry of Herrick and 
Propert1ue but their optimistic and Joyful strains as well,. 
The former, for instance, combines both viewpoints 1n one 
poera: 
1 Jie thought, last night, Love in an anger came, 
And brought a rod, eo wh1pt me with the samet 
Myrtle the twigs were, merely to imply, 
Eleg1aet II,4 
Eleglae: II,l 
Hesperides.: "The Cruel Kald" 
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Love strikes; but 'tis with gentle cruelty .. 
Patient I was: · Love pitiful grew then. 
And strot•d the stripes. and I was whole again 
fhus like a bee. Love gentle still doth bring 
Roney to salve; where he before did sting•; (13) 
and Propertius does not always find Lqve cruel since he 
. I ; . 
definitely refuses a fri.endtl 'eq~tt to sever his relatione ; .: . ' . < :J, ; 
with Oynth1a. He says that the mor~ Sassus urges him to 
do so .. the stronger the loyalty between himself and his 
mistress grows: 
"quo magis et nostros contendis solvere amores, 
hoo magis accepta. fallit uterque fide" {14) 
. These two quotations from B'l'rlck and Propertius are 
typical of their changeability of feeling; for .despite 
those passages which contain morbid and cynical viewpoints 
and .outbursts of passion agaiJlSt the loved one .. several 
instances occur in which Love is extolled. 
The next 1•portant polnt to be discussed in a con-
sideration of the poetry of these two writers is their 
love of fame. Although this seems to be a stock theme 
of Propertius and many of the other · RQJD.an writers. one 
(13) ·Hesperides: •The Dream• (14) Elegiae: I,4 · 
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feels that they · are sincere· in their repeti t:ton· of·· this· 
belief; -_ and thls ··same· observa tion may be made of Herrick. 
Note, for example. Herrtok.'s sincerity in the following 
poem, •an Himself": 
.
11 Live by thy muse thou shalt, when others die_. 
Leaving no fame to long posteritYl 
When monarchies trans-shifted are and gone, 
Here shall endure thy vast dominion•· 
• • 
and c9mpare with it the thought of Propert1us in: 
' ~I 
•at non 1ngen1o quaes1tWil nomen ab aevo 
exoidet; ingenio stat sine morte deoua.* (15) 
A vari~tion o-f this same thought may be seen when both 
· men declare that the reward they have been denied in life 
_will come after deatht 
a) "But if eo be that men will not 
Give thee the laurel crown for lot, 
Be yet ·assur'd thou shalt have one 
Bot subJect to corruption• (16) 
b) •at m1b1 quod vivo detraxerit 1nvida turba, 
poet obi tum dupl1c1 faenore reddet Honos. 11 {17,) 
\ ' 
A final example of Herrick's belief in the eternity of \ 
f~a.llle 1s seen in hie poem entitled, 11 Poet.ry Perpetuates · · 
\ 
(15) Zlegiae: II.I,a .. 
(_16) Heeperldee: 11 '1'he 8ount ot the Muses• (17) Eleg1ae: III,l 
i ~ ·_-:: : :: --
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the Poet": 
•Here, l my self might likewise dte, 
And utterly forgottea ·11>0,, 
But that etern~ poetry 
• • ~ • . F;t".:: • 
Repullulation gives me here 
unto the thirtieth thousand y$ar 
When all now dead shall re-appear•; a.nd 
Propertiua writes similarly in tne following: 
11meque inter seroe laudal>1 t Roma nepotes: 
1llwa post otneres auguror ipse diem." (18) 
Both men .. therefore~ believe eo firmly in the immortality 
of poetry in gene.ral and of their own verses in particular 
that one oannot doubt their sincerity·. 
In the next place, one must not overlook the many 
references to death and to the shortness ot life wbi;eh 
are found throughout the lines of these two men. '!hie 
theme is often called the "oarpe diem" mo~i.f and is-
also found among the works of m~y other aoman wrtt·e~s 
as well. B-ote, for example, the . first and last lines of 
the following poem by Berriokt 
*While the milder Fates consent, 
Let•s enjoy ou:r merrimentt 
Drink and danae and pipe and play, 
1C1ss our dollies night ~d day. 
(18) Eleg1ae: III,l 
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Orown 1 d -with clusters of thevine. 
L.et us s.i t and -quaff our wine • 
S1.rt.$ o• er Boraoe; for · ere long 
Death· will ·-oome and mar our· song; • (19) 
and compare rith them theae excerpts from Propertius: 
a} •cum nos fata sinunt,, ooulos satiemus emore" (20) 
b) 11 long1us aut propius more sua quemque manet" (21) 
Jeither man, · therefore. sets forth Oioero•s pleasant 
thought.s on old age and death. - they think of death 
r a ther as a 1DOrb1d reminder of the transitoriness of 
enjoyment. They oonsider death as favorable only when 
they think it would be a relief from the cruelties of 
Love although both men ·refer to it as an · evil pur1iehment 
for a cruel mistress in the fo·lloYing: 
a) •And all because. fair maid. thou art 
Insensible of all my smart, 
And of those evil days that be 
low posting an to punish thee" (22) 
b) •eventWD formae disoe timere tuae• (23) 
Both men. therefore. consider death something to 
shudder at rather than a f act to face.. This morbid con• 
\ (191 Hesperides:"A Lyric to Mirth" 
!a
ao
1
· . llegiae: II .15 
Eleglae: Il,28a 
22 Besperidee: "i'o llyrrha Hard-Hearted11 
(23) fleg1ae: ~ III .as 
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conception of death seems to be everpreeent even in the 
midst of their happiest moods.. They dwell on the funeral 
pyre, on the le.mentatton of friends, on funeral rites , etc. 
· ' Deep interest is sbolfll, for example, in the disposal of . 
the body after death.. Specific directions are given to 
their mistresses for their burial... Propertius says that 
if he were sure he would receive due funeral rites, death 
would be worth the price: 
•quod si certa. meos 'eequerentur funera. casus, 
tali more pretio vel sit emenda mih1; ... (24) 
and in this same poem, he goes on to speak of tbe ointments 
and wreaths he wishe.s to be placed in his tomb~ 
.· 
•afferet huo unguenta mUd sertiaque sepulcrum 
ornabit custos ad mea busta sedens.• 
Compare nth these quotations the following excerpts from 
Herrick -• s poetry: 
*Dearest of thousands, now .tbe time drawa near. 
1'hat nth mY lines, my life must full-stop here. 
Cut o~f thy hairs# and let thy tears be shed 
Over my _ turf, when 1 am buried. 
Then f9r effusions. let none wanting be .• 
Or othe.r ri tee that do belong to me; 
As love shall help thee. when thou do'st go henoe 
Unt-o everlasting residenoe.tt (25) 
{"24) Eleg1ae: III,lS 
(25) Besperides: 4 His Oharge to Julia at His Death• 
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The above ·reference to cutting off one's hair is typically 
cla.seical in tone as is the following mention of cremation: 
11 If, dear Anthea, my bard fate it be 
To live some few sad hours after thee, 
Thy sacred coree with odorei will burn, 
And with my l aure-l crown t ny golden urn ...... '' (26) 
P:topertius• version of tb.e above ia seen 1n: 
·':·. 
11 de1nde, ubi euppoeitus oine.rem me feceri t ardor, 
aocipiat Manes parvula testa meos, 
et sit in exiguo laurus_ super add1 ta bueto, ..•. tt (27) 
He.rriok, moreover, again mentions the laurel in his poem 
•·To Laurele11 : 
• A funeral stone, 
Or ver-se, I covet none; 
But only crave 
.Of you that 1 may _have 
A sacred laurel springing from my graYe. 
Which being seen, 
Blest with perpetual green, 
lla.y grow to be 
Bot so muob call'd a tree, 
As the eternal monument of lJle.• 
(28) Hespel."ides·: •to Anthea• 
(27) -Elegiae,: II ,13a 
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In connection with the thought of death, moreover, neither 
man loses sight of hie poetry. Herrick, for instance, 
declares that his- poems shall lie in the grave with him and 
his hypothetical mistress: 
·•so there in one small plot of ground shall lie 
Anthea, Herrick, and his poetry• (28); and, with the 
same thought in mind, Propertius expre.ssee the · wish that 
his books be buried with him: 
"sat mea sit magna, si _tres sint pompa. libelli 
quos ego PersepbQnae ma.xtma dona fera.m." (29) 
Althollgh, in conclusion, a slight similarity e.xiats 
between the nature poetry of Propert1us and that of . Her~1ok 
' r.: 
in a. general way, there are really only three important 
likenesses between their verses: their love poetry; :·; theft .. · 
.' .' . 
. love of fame and belief in the immortality of their -work; ·"'· 
·and their many references to death and the 11 oarpe -diem11 
motif. One finds varying 1Jnagination and vivid sue.:. 
oeptibility to powerful emotions in both men; and, despite 
the violent passion exhibited in their verees, .one also 
notices a noble stl'ain of morality oreepin·g out. at . times. 
It is for this reason, therefore, that one .believes that 
many of the experiences described are products ot the 
(28) Hesperides: •'l'o Anthea• 
(29) Elegiaet II,l3a 
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imagination and written in · a conventional way. · · one feels. 
moreover, ·that this is more true of ·Herriok than of 
Propertiue; for definite proof points to . the fact that 
Oynthia ;yas a real personage, wher~as proof seems to be 
lacking concerning Berriok•s mistresses. At any rate. 
whether their work is a. true record of their lives or not, 
the point is that similarities of thought, style, and 
content exist between their poetry; and the reader ShOUld 
·pick out the good points1 by dismissing the coarseness 
as a product of the times in whioh the verses were 
written. 
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CHAPTER V . 
Publius Ovidius ~ 
11 A goblet next I'll drink 
To Ovid; and suppose 
Made h.e t he pledge .. he'd think 
The world had all one nose ·. 11 (1) 
. Although many . parallels ar~ to be foun.d between the 
love poetry of Herrick and ' that of Oatullus, Propertius, 
Tibullus, and other Roman poets; 1 t should be very appa:r:·ent 
to ·the modern reader tha.t it ,t e really Ovid whom the 
lCnglis,h poet most closely resembles in his amatory v.erse. 
:r. . . ' 
1liis ·· resembl~noe is · dui .. 'to .the f act thRt neither 
. . . . . 
Herriok nor Ovid take-s love seriously. Their erotic poetry 
i s wholly .. oonventional. They delig~t in 1 1riting to 
'•mistresses who are nothing but inventions of t wo highly 
i ma.gi n.ative minds; and one finds no exaltation of woman-
hood, no complimentary poems expressing rever.enoe for the 
. ,·" 
loved one .. They are both extremely proud .of their many . 
mistresses upon whom they lavish meaningless and insincere 
compliments~ They also spend pages .upon pages boasting 
' ~ ·-
{often arrogantly) of t hese same mistresses; and they 
(1) Heeperidee: "To Live Merrily and to Trust to Good Verses" 
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take particular enjoyment from their belief that they can't 
possibly remain true to any one of them. Due to the con-
ventionality of their amatory verses, moreover, neither 
poet expresses any desire for intellectual or spiritual 
communion with these mistresses; but bo·th poets, on the 
other hand, are ·very outspoken in their delight of physical 
charm. Love is also portrayed by both of them as a kind of 
warfare in which occur certain intervals of peace and quiet 
hi ch, in turn, are soon dispelled by a sudden and relent-
.c less ret.urn .. Qf battl~. With them, therefore, love never 
.seems to run smoothly and thia accounts for the fact tha.t 
both ar0 often petulant and querulous i~ their erotic verse. 
Concerning those parts of the~r love poetry 'Vhich contain 
. \ 
much that is repulsive in thought and in phraseology, one 
may att ribute them merely to the spirit of their times, -
a spirit far different from the modern Puritanical attitude 
taken in s:1ch matters. As has been previously stated; 
. this type of writing was conventional in those days, and 
both poets are merely following the trend of their own 
times; and although one is not forced to excuse them, one 
should not be too harsh in a criticism of them. They a~e, 
on the other hand, unworthy of muoh consideration einoe ' 
the time would be better spent in illustrating the more 
appealing parallels between the verses of Herrick and 
Ovid. 
Ooncrete examples of the preceding points concerning 
the love poetry of both these poets may be found in several 
instances. Take, for example, the pride they both feel in 
ha.ving so many mistresses~ In the following, Ovid reproaches 
Graecinue for saying that it was impossible for any man to 
love t o maids at once because he himself is caught in just 
~uc 1 a position.: 
"ecce, du s uno tempore turpis amo! 
utraque formosa est, o;~erosa.e cultibus amba.e; 
artibus in dubio est haec sit a.n illa. prior. 
pulohrior hac ill a est,. haec est quoque pul~hriar ill a;. 
et magis haec nobis, et ma.gls illa placet! 
erTant ut ventis disoordi bus -:tcta phaselos 
dividuumque tenent alter et alter amor." (2) 
Herrick • s version of this same theme is seen in the .follow-
ing: 
•Let fair or foul my mistress be, 
Or low, or tall, she plea.seth me; 
Or let her walk, or stand, or sita 
he posture hers, I'm pleased .ith it~ 
Or let her tongue be still., or stir, 
(2) Amores: II, 10 
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Graoeful ·is · everytb1ng· fromher; 
Or let -her -grant. or else ·deny. 
My love will fit each history." (3) 
A closer parallel to the latter is seen in the following 
quotation from Ovid when be says there are several Teasons 
to keep him always in love:-
11s1ve aliqua est ooulos in se deieota modestos, 
uror, et 1nsid1ae aunt pudor 111e me.ae; 
si ve prooax ali. qua est~ oapior, quia rustioa non est • 
spemque dat in moll1 mobilis esse toro .. 
... 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . . . - . . . . . . . ' . . . . 
/ 
slve es doot:,a, places rarae dotata p·er artes; 
· sive rudis,. plactta es ·s1mplio1tate tua. 
est, quae Oallimachi prae nostrie rustioa d1oat 
car ina - cui pla.ceo, protinus ipsa placet. 
est etiam., quae me vatem et mea oarmina culpet -
culpant1s · oup1am sust1nu1sse femur. 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,• 
. . . . .. . . . . corrumpor utra.que; 
conveniunt voto longa. brevisque meo. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . 
Denique quae tote quisquam probet urbe puellas, . 
(3) Hesperides: "Love Lightly fleaeed" 
' 
. ' 
noster in has omnia ambit1osus amor." (4) 
As has been pointed out, the course ot lov-e never 
seems to run smoothly with either Ovid or Herrick. T-he 
former refers to love as a form of warfare ·when he- sayaz 
- •Militat omnia amana, et habet sua caetr• Oup1do; 
Attioe, crede m1h1. militat c:nmls amane;. :tt -tst- -
The latter•s version of this same thought is seen in his 
1 Love is a kind of war. Hence thos who fear! 
Ho cowards must his royal ensigns bear. • ', 
In another place, O'W'id compl - ins of 11 he has had to 
endure through his mistrass' s f 'althlf?ssne•s. His patience 
1 s -now exhaueted: . -0-
. . . . . . . vi tiis patientia victa est; -_· 
cede fatigato pecto~e, turpis amor! _ 
scilicet adserui iam me fugique catenas." (6) 
Herrick expresses the same thought in the following: 
•z•m sick of love; o let me lie 
Under your shades, to sleep or die!. 
Either is welcome, so I have 
Or here my bed, or here my grave. 
(4~ Amores: II,4 (5 Amores: 1,9 
(6 Amores: III,lla 
.hy do you sigh; and sob# and keep 
Time . ith the teare .that I do ·eep. 
Say~ have ye sense, or do you prove 
at crucifixions are in love? 
I know ye do; and that• a the hy 
You . sigh for love as well as · I.,. (7) · · 
Boasting of t heir many loves, Herrick and Ovid again 
strike a ~imila.r keynote in their poetry. Ovid voices hie · 
opinion by arrogantly adllitting: 
"si satis una poteet, si minus una, dua.e!" (8) 
Herrick • e . phraseology of this i;nmA tbougbt tollowa: 
. . . • • It: , tnough I love many, 
Yet so 1.t come-s to pass, 
. Tha~ long I love not any .. tt (9) 
As may be see-n~ these exoerpta .contain no r everence for 
womanhood, no exaltation of the loved one; and one ruight 
easily form the opinion that t»oth aen are exceedingly 
fickle at heart if one weren't forced· to believe that. 
either through a sense of humor .or through a desire to 
follow the conventional type of writing# they are merely 
fl-aunting t hese various mistresses in the reader• s face. 
(7) Hesperides: "To Sycamores• 
( 8 ) Amores: 11~10 
(9) iiesperldes: "On Love·" 
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Although Herrick's rust1o poetry is very closely 
related to his amatory verse, 1t would be well to show 
how similar ·it is. in sever~l places to that of the Roman 
poet. It is t rue tha.t most of Herrick's rural poetry is 
simple in phrase. form,. and subject-matter; yets t here 
are i nstances when t he ceremonial rites of the ·old Roman 
age seem to fl ash across hie mind, and his po·etry thus 
becomes s teeped in a. classical style. It is not so 
muoh the olaseioal refereno.e.s that one finds a s it is 
the f act that ~ while one knows the poetry is purely 
English, one feels as though lt had been written by Ovid 
himself"~ · I n other words, it has an -intensely olassioal 
fl avor. Take. for example, the fi rst t wo stanzas of 
Herrick' e poem, tt Qorinna •s __ going a- Maying*'; 
"Get up_. get up for shame, the blooming morn 
Upon her wings presents t be god unshorn. 
See how Aurora t hro s her fa.ir 
Fresh-quilted colors through the a ir. · 
Get up, sweet slug-a-bed, and see 
The dew bespangling herb and tree. 
Each flower has wept.. and bow• d to•vard the East, 
Above an hour since; yet you not drest, 
Nay! not so much as out of bed? 
'hen all t he birds have _ attens said, 
-6~ 
I 
And sung t heir thankful hymns· •ti s sin, 
•ay, profanation to keep i n , 
When as a thousand virgins on t his day , 
Spr ing, sooner t han t e l ark , t o fetoh in May. 
Rise ; and put on your foliage, and be seen 
To come forth , like t' e springtime, f resh and green; 
And sweet as flora , take no care 
J'or jewels fo r your goo;m, or hair; 
l"'ear not; the leaves •i l l s t r ew 
Gems in abunrianoe u on you: 
Besides, t he chil dhood of the day has kept, 
Against you come , some orient pea.rl s unwept : 
.· Oome, and receive them hile the ligh·t 
Hangs on the de - locks of t he night, 
And Titan on the eastern hill 
Retires himself or el se stands still 
Til l you come forth" .. . . . . . . . . 
and compare them in a general way with the following 
excerpts fro Ovid: 
) At oum se ~itan ostendit ~ et omni · seoua; 
tam ci to me somnos desti tuisse queror; • · 
antra nemusque petoj . . {10) · ·· ·.; •: 
(TO) Heroides: XV 
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b) "Colle sub Elyeio nigra nemus ilioe frondet, 
uda.que perpetuo gramine terra viret. 
eiqua fides dub11s, volucrum locus ille piarum 
dic1tur, obeoenae pro p:rohibentur aves. 
illio 1nnoou1 late pasoentur olores 
et v1vax phoenix, unioa semper av1s; 11 •••• (11) 
o) 8 At sine te, quamvis operosi v1tibus agri 
me teneant, quamv1s amnibus arva natent, 
! • 
et vocet in rivos ourrentem rusticus undam, 
frigidaque arboreas muloeat aura comae," .•.. (l2) 
These three passages suggest the similarity which exists 
between the rural verses of Ovid and those of Herrick. 
'l'he parallels here are not as definite as those found in 
other instances of similarity but they show, in a general 
way at least, the resemblance between the rural poetry .of 
these two writers. 
More definite parallels in their rustic verses are 
seen in their lines on twilight and on dawn. They both 
describe twilight as the time when night has not quite 
gone and the day has not. yet oo•e:-
X< "~¥ : 
a) "Twilight no other thing is. poets say, 
Than the last part of night and first of day." (13) 
(lll Amores: 11,6 (12 Amores: 11,16 (13 Hesperides: "Twilight" 
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b) "qualia sublucent fugiente crepusoula Phoebe aut ubi 
nox abi it, nee tamen orta dies .• • { 14) 
Ovid's description of too early dawn is also ver~ similar 
t o Herrick·• e description of early morning: 
a) "Optav1 quotiens, aut ventue fra.ngeret axem, 
aut oaderet spissa nube r ~.~t.entue . equus* (15) 
b) .. "Time seems then not for to fly but creep; 
Slovrly her chariot drives,. as if that she 
Had broke her wheel,. or craokt her a.xeltree." (16) 
Although Herrick becomes petulant at times and g ives 
vent to his discontent of the De'an Prior vicarage (17) . and 
of Devonshire (18 ) - a discontent very similar to tlla.t of 
Ovid when he wa.s exiled at Tomi, -:· one ventures to say 
that Herrick really enJoyed country life despite· his 
temporary fits of unhappiness there. The s.,~ate of 
dejection in ~hicb he wa.s submerged is seen in "His Return 
to London":-
~i~~ 
(lS) 
'( 17) 
(18) 
"Oall me no more, 
As heretofore, 
The music of a feast; . 
Since now, alas,! 
The mirth that was~ 
Amoree·: I, 5 
Amores: 1,13 
Noble Numbers·: "To Hi~ Sweet Saviour" 
Hesperides: "His Return to London" 
Hesperides: "La.ohrymae and Discontents in Devon" 
In me is dead or oeas•d. 
Before I went 
To banishment 
Into the loathed . 
l could rehearse, 
A lyric verse~ 
And speak it with 
But time, ay me! 
Has laid, I see,. 
est, 
the 
My organ fast asleep; 
And. tuned my voice 
I nto the noise 
best. 
Of them that sit and weep . '' 
Compare with this Ovi d•s lame;nte at his exiler 
a) 11 ul tima perpetior m~di(,s eiectue in hoetes, 
neo quisquam patria long1us exul abest •. 
. . . . ,. . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. 
oumque a l ii causa tibi sint gaviore fugati, 
ulterior nulli, quam mi h1, te1·ra data est"'" (19) 
b) "perstat en111 fortuna tenax, votisque mal1gnUII. 
opponit nostris insidiosa pedem. 
(19) Tr1st1a: 11 
~·sa-
. \ 
; .• 
.. 
i . . . 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
•. 
\ 
' . .. 
l 
\ 
; 
oertu:s eras pro me, fabiae laue, Maxime,. genti s, 
numen ad Augustum supplioe .voce loqu1. 
oooidis ante p~eoee, causa.mque ego, Kax1me, mortis 
(nee fuero t anti) me reor esse tuae. 
lam timeo noetram ou1qua. mandare salutem: 
ipsum morte tua oonotd1t aux111um.• (20) 
In the former be speaks of fom1 as a land .in the midst of 
the enemy and a land in .which no exile could be .farther 
away from his fatherland.: In the latter. be bewails the 
f act that Ka:x1aue Brutus,. who was going to intercede in 
Ovid. • 1.9 bebalf, has just died. With his death has gone 
all hope of & pardon from the Emperor. Ovid'e melancholia, 
aoreoTez. lasts throughout hi.s exile, but Herrick • s .is 
eoon · ah~~re4 by suoh tbougbta as these; 
'Here, here I live with what .iJly board,. 
Can with tbe smallest cost afford. 
!hough ne'er so mean tbe viands be, 
They well content my Prew and me,. 
Or pea, or bean, or wort, or beet, 
What ever comes, content makes sweet: 
Here we re·j oioe,. beoa.use no rent 
We pay for OlU' poor tel!ement: 
Wherein we rest, end never fear 
The landlord or t~e usurer. 
(20) Ex Ponto: IV,6 
... 
The quarter-day do"s ne•r . affright 
Our peaceful slumbers in the night. 
We eat our own,. and batten more,. 
Because e feed on ·no man•e score: 
But pity those whose flanks grow great,. 
S el'd with the lard of others meat. 
We bless our fotunes, when we see 
Our own beloved privacy,. 
And like our living, where w•are known 
To very few, or else to none.tt (21) 
.No such sentiment is found in Ovid • e verses written during 
hie exile; but one might easily attribute t his to the f act 
t hat hie exile was a banishment from hi e native land into 
the midst of enemies who were constantly in turmoil and 
warfare. Herrick's appointment to Dean Prior didn't even 
t ake him out of England - it merely took him away from the 
busy city life of London which be loved eo much. No real 
comparison exists, therefore,. in the state of dejection 
of these two poets - Ovid had a right to feel depressed 
although he may have deserved hie banishment, whereas 
Herrick was being petulant r ather than truly depressed. 
It is true,. however, that both had keen disappointments and 
t hat both managed to make the best of intensely difficult 
situations. 
(21) Hesperides: "His Content in the Country•; also note 
Chapter VI, pp .4,.5 
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The similarities between the poetry of Her:r1ok and 
·OVid, therefore. are especially seen in their amatory 
··· verses. Among these .eim1lar1 ties one· finds no seriousness • 
· no te.ndel'ness. no spiritual devotion in their conoept'ion 
of love~ One is forced to agree with Grant Showerman, 
whose oouent,. although made only of Ov1d. might also be 
applied to Herrick, states that •!he Amore• are above .all 
·the product of poetic fancy; the poet •·s experience with 
love of course contributes·; and contributes ab.unda¢1j - but 
it only contributes~ it is the· element that serves for the 
fust,ng of his artist ·• s instinct ~d. th the literature of . 
loYe with which hi.s mind is saturated - the poetry of his 
Greek and Roman predecessor•· • (22) The erotic poetry ·of 
both these writers, therefore. is la,rgely aonventi()nal; 
and since it belongs to this type of writing, it is often 
artificial.. This · arti!totality,. however, ten.ds to make it 
more interesting and enjoyable for the reader; and often 
causes the latter to think of these poems as detached pieces 
of verse which are lyrically beautiful in themselves. 
As is the oa.ee with the other Latin authors. the 
similariti es between t}le poet~y of Herrick and Ovid are 
not direct borrowings but ar~ merely parallels showing 
that the Inglish poet bad read the works of the Roll&n and 
(22) 0Yid: Bero!des and Amores·; London, Wm. Hei.nemann; 1925 
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had apparently appreciated them enough to remember tbem. 
It is wi tb this in mind, therefore, that one quote.s 
from both these writers in an attempt to exemplify the 
general opinion. concerning their work and oharaoter: 
a) •ro his book's end this last line he ·•d have 
placed: 
Jocund h1s muse was,. -but his life waa 
ohaste." (33) •..••• 
b) 11 Vita. vereounda. est, musa j ooosa, mihi" ( 24) 
(23) HesperideS! 11 'l'he Pillar of Fame• 
(24) 'l'ristia: II ,354 
--72,.;. 
OHAPTER VI 
MARCUS VALERIUS MAR'l'IALIS 
In his epigram writing Herrick follows both the Greek 
and the Roman ideas, - the one, that an epigram is a terse, 
· hi ghly compressed, and delicately finished poem which does 
not necessarily have a satirical turn· to it; and the other, 
that an epigram is a short poem concentrating upon satire 
and pointed invective and directed against some unfortunate 
person. It is the formef, or Greek form, which Herrick and 
the Roma.n epigrammat ist Martial approach in their epitaphs, 
gnomic verses, prayers, d·ed1cations, and short poems of a 
complimentary character; while the latter, or Roman form, 
is their vehicle in the satirical epigrams. 
In regard to Herrick's epigrams, those of a satiric 
character may be dismissed very briefly. They are extremely 
coarse, and the small amount of wit in them fails to relieve 
this. coarseness. They are strewn among his daintiest lyrics 
just as often as the lees pleasing of Oatullus• Oarmina are 
placed aide by side with ~he loveliest of songs... Although 
Herrick's satirical epigrams, moreover, are much the same 
as t hose of Martial, one should hasten to add that the 
latter's influence on the former is not at all limited to 
this kind of verse. Abundant evidence points to t he fact 
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that Herrick had read Martial with much oare and that, while 
he has reproduced much of hie indelicacy, he has also kept 
much of hie terse wit and sparkling fanoy; and yet, the 
existence of the latter by no means blots out the remembrance 
of t he former. 
The satirical epigrams of both t hese writers, t herefore, 
.. 
are .not worth quoting,- they are unworthy of both me~ .. and 
only. leave a bad taste in one is mouth after having re.~d them • 
. In all due .regard to Her.riok .and Martial; however, the reader 
sh·ould take into consideration the ages in which they lived 
and, i n doing eo, apply to them both the words of a modern 
oritio when speaking of ·Ka:rtial: "Kartial was the child of 
the age; it gave him his strength and his weakness. If we 
hate. him or despi.a.e hi!ll, it is because he is the faithful 
representative of the life of hie timea; his g1fte we cannot 
question" . (1) 
Several instances do occur, however, in which one finde 
more enjoyable parallels between the poetry of Herrick and 
' 
this particular Roman poet. In the first place, they bo~b 
show real devotion for their friends and acquaintances. 
Several of Jlartialts verses are addressed to Julius llartialie 
and Deoianue; while Herrick often dedi.catee his lines to hie 
friends. Compare, for example, Martial's tribute to Julius 
(l) Butler, H. !l.: Post-Augustan Poetry; p. ass 
\ 
' 
e.e hie gr~ateet friend, 
"0 mihi post nulloe, Iuli, memorande sodalee," (2) 
with the. following lines from Herrick in which he hails 
Endymion ,Porter as his comforter at the time of his brotheris 
death: 
"Yet. Porter, while thou keeptst alive; 
In death I thrive, 
And like a Pheni.x re-aepire 
rrom out my narde and fun'rall fire; 
And as I prune my feather'd youth, so I 
Doe mar'l how I oo'd die, 
hen I had thee, my obiefe preeer11er, by. 
I'm up, I'm up, and bleese that hand, 
Which makes me stand 
Now as I doe; and but for thee, 
I must oonfesee, I oo'd not be .. 
The debt is paid; for he who doth reeigne 
Thanks to the gen•roue vine, 
Invites fresh grapes to fill his preese with wine." (3) 
(2) Epigramma.ta: I, 15 (3) Hesperideet 1' An Ode to Master Endymion Porter, Upon 
his Brother's ~ath" 
. ,.;. 7.S-
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Although these two writers have been charged with insincerity 
and a kind of surface friendship, one cannot deny the genuine 
feeling in these two excerpts; and several examples just euoh 
as these may be found throughout their ·works. 
In t he second place, Herrick and Martial are very much 
alike in their genuine love for the country and for rural 
life. Although Martial i.e sincere in this love of a life 
free from care and evil, he does not seem to be quite the 
philosopher that Herrick is - neither poet is deeply mystical, 
yet their poetry radiates t he feeling t hat one receives 
peace and contentment from a close association wi th t he 
beauties of nature. Martial speaks of1bie ~~ the following 
lines about his Spanish home: 
Mhio pigri colimus l abore duloi 
Boterdum Plateamque (Oeltiberis 
haec sunt nomina crassiora terris): . 
ingenti fruor inproboque somno 
quem neo tertia eaepe rump1t hora, 
; 
et tatum mihi nunc repono quidquid 
ter denos vig1laveram per annos. 
ignota est toga, sed datur petenti 
.;rupta. proxima vest1s a cat hedra. 
surgentem focus excip1t euperba 
vicini strue cultus ilioeti, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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sic me vivere, eic · iuvat perire~ff (4) -
Herriok •·s linea are something like the above also: 
"Here, here I live with what my board 
Can with the smallest oost afford. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
We blesse our fortunes, wh~n we see 
Our own beloved privacy, 
And like our living, where w•are known 
To very few, or else to none." (5) 
Both men~ moreover. speak of the generous tables kept by 
.their country friends: the one praie6e the table kept by 
Sir Lewis; . the other, that kept by Faustinue: 
a) "The wholesome savour of thy mighty ·ohines 
Invites to supper ·him '' wfib dines; - ... 
Where laden spite~ warp'd rvith l arge ribs of beef, 
lot. represent but g1v~ relief 
To the lank stranger and the sour swain, 
Where both may feed and ccme again.: 
For ·no black bearded vigil from thy door 
Beats with a. but t on ' staff the poor • . •. , 
'l'hus, like a Roman tribune, thou thy gate 
Early sets ope t o fe ast and late; 
(4) Epigra.mma.ta.: XII, 18 
(5) Besperides: "His Content in the Oountrytt 
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b) 
Keeping no our:1ah wai t r to affright 
ith blasting eye the appetite , 
Whioh fain would waate upon thy oa.t~a , but that 
1'he tranoher•oreature marketh wha:t 
Beet and more euppling pieoe he outs, a.nd by 
Some private pinch tells dangerts nigh, 
A h&nd too desptrate, or a knife that bites 
Sld.n-4:4ep into the pork, or lights 
'· 
Upon some part ,ot kid, as if mistook, 
When oheo~ed by the butler's loot.". 
\ 
'· 
'· 
\ . ( 6) 
.\ 
' ~\ 
Baiana nostri vill a, Basse Fauetini , \ 
non otioais ordinata myrtetis 
viduaque platano tons111que buxeto 
1ngr.ata. lati spatia detinet oa.mp1, 
sed rure vero barbaroque laetatur 
\ ; \: 
:'., 
I 
\ 
., 
' 
' 
\ 
\ 
\. 
} ' \ 
( I ( \ 
;\ I! ' I. !.\ \ 
\.• . ,.:i,. I' . \ 
" .- • . .. • • • • • • • "' .,. ~ • .. ··\ ,~T .. t \ .. 
. ' c'\• ,. > \ r' 'IT:--" \. \ r 
neo perd1 t oleum lubrioue palaestri ta; \ (·\ 
non eegnis B.lbo pallet otio oopo, 
sed tendi t avidi e rete subdolum turdia \ 
\, 
' tremulave oaptum linea trani t pi seem \ 
\ . r 
aut inpedi tam ca.esibus refert damm~ . · \\)hi: 
,\ \ il fi { 
-:· ~ ' '.J: \ 
\ · - ~; · · ri 'ti \  
·'·,'r··· 1{·,·.: ,! .!, > .. \'· J; . ~· \ ~ . ·. ·,' 1/ !: i '; 
(6) Hesper1des: 1'Panegyr1o to Sir Lewis Pemberton"\ · \ J f~. ;:;;: . . 
'1\ .' . i 1\: \ ': ~'It\ I· 4.· 
======~========================================~~·~· ~===¥====== 
. . ~·~·'· · i ~\, \ l1 .. ,V 
.' i . ·\', · ~ . f }\\ . \\ . 'rr 
-~~.~ - ~:.... \\\ n~-
~ ; , " t' 
exeroet h1lares f ao1lie hortue urbanos, 
. et paedagogo non iubente lasoivi 
parere ga.udent vil1oo capilla.ti, 
facto vooatur laetus opere vioinus; 
. . . . . 
neo avara eervat crastinas dapee mensa, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
at tu sub urbe poesidee famem mundam 
et turre .a.'b alta. prospioes merae laurue, 
furem Priapo non timente seourus 
et vinitorem farre pasoie urbano 
piotamque poetae otiosue ad villam 
. .. .. 
holue, ova, pullos, poma oaeeum, muetum 
rue hoo vooar1 debet, an domus longe?" (7) 
Then again, both theee writers are aoourate observers of 
the countryside about them and they are able to give 
excellent word pictures of their observations. Take, for 
example, Martial's description of the gardens of Julius 
J4artialie: 
•tuli iugera pauoa Martialis 
hort1s Besperidum beatiora 
longo Ianiouli iugo reoumbunt' 
lati oollibue imminent reoeesue 
(7) Epigrammata: I.II, 58 
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et planue odioo tumore vertex 
oaelo perfruitur eereniore 
et ourvas nebula. tegente valles 
eolus luoe nitet peouliari: 
puris len1ter admoventur astris 
oeleae oul$1na delioata. villas. 
hino eeptem dominos v1dere montie 
et totam lioet a.est1118.re Romam, 
Albanos quoque Tusoulosque colles, 
et quodcumque 1a.oet sub urbe frigus, 
J'idenas veteres brevesque Rubras , 
et quod virgineo oruore gaudet 
Annae pomiferum nemus Perennae. 
illino Flam1n1ae Salar1.aeque 
gestator pa~tet eesedo taoente, 
ne blando rota sit molesta somno, 
quem neo rumpere nautioum oeleuma 
neo clamor valet belo1ariorum, 
cum ~it tam prope Mulviue eaorumque 
lapsae per Ti berim volent oarin·ae. 
li.oo rue, eeu potius domus vooa.nda est, 
oomme.nda.t dominus (8) . . . • . . • • .• 
( 8) Epigrammata.: IV, 64 
-so- f•, 
Written in ordinary language and lacking an over-elaborate, 
.-
affected choice of •ords, this description is to the point 
but exquisite, - eo much so that one easily pictures in 
the mind the traveler, ·the bridge, the river; the seven 
hills of Rome, as well as the hills and valleys round 
about the villa . · Similarly1 Herrick's description of life 
in the country 1e simple yet aooura.te: 
~When now the cook, t he plow-mane horne, 
Cali s forth the lilly-nisted morne, 
Then to thy ocrn..:.f1elde thou dost goe, •• • • 
• • • • . • • • . + • • • • • • .. • • • • • .. • . 
There a t the plough thou find•st thy teame, 
With a hind whistling there to them, 
And oheer•st them up , by singing how 
The kingdoms portion ie the plow. · 
This done, then to th 1 enameld meads 
Thou go'et, ~d aa thy foot there treads, 
Thou seest a present God-like power 
Imprinted 1n each herbe and flower , 
And smell'st the breat h of great~ey 1 d kine, 
Sweet as t he blos somes of the vine. 
. . . ' . . . . . . . , . .. . .. ' . 
These seen t hou go•st to view thy flocks 
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Of sheep, safe from the wolfe and fox, 
And find•st thei:e belliee there as full 
. -
Of short sweet .graese as backs with wool; 
And leav•st them, as they feed and fill, 
A shepherd piping on a hill. 
For sports, for pagentrle, and playea, 
Thou hast thy eves and. holydayes; 
On which thy · young men and maids meet, 
To exercise their dancing feet1 
Tripping the comely country round, 
With daftadils and daisies orown'd" ••• (9) 
These quotations, though r a.t her lengthy, show the genuine 
love for country life enjoyed py Kartial and Herrick, an4 
particularly, their ability to describe simply and accurate-
ly what they see in rural places. 
In the third place, both men are alike in that their 
themes are manifold. They write to friends, acquaintances 
and patrons; they write of love, of mistresses, and of 
romance; they write of country life and of urban interests; 
they criticize and they praise; and finally, they include 
gnomic verses, prayers, and dedications in the large 
scope of their writings. This . large quantity of verse,. 
however, rarely adm1.te any definite seriousness of purpose. 
(9) Heeperides: "The Oountry Life" 
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One is impressed w1 th the idea .that their work is lar'g~(Y i \ 
conventional; and although a genuine hatred for the . viq~, 
•, " 
'.. '\ ' \ 
of mankind , often creeps into their lines, the genera~. : \ ·. 
' \ \ 
attitude of the readel" is that both men are writin~ l~fg~tY 
for amusement. For example, note the way Herrick play~,-~~· 
· · upon fancy in his trea.tment of "The Amber Bead" .; - · \ , ~~ 
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The Urne was 11 ttle, but the roOii '\· . ;i( " 
.. \ \ v-j~ \ 
"I ea.w a- Fl1e within a Beade 
Of amber cleanly buriedt 
More rich than Cleopatra • s Tombe 11 ; . \ '\.~\\ :' \:·\· . 
and compare with it llartial' s version: · ·'\ · \ \ · . 
0 ll:t latet et luoet Phaethontlde oonc¥f~~\t~, 
I .. ·:v . . , .. , t 
ut videatur apis neotare oluea suo';\'\ \ \ '\ /: \ 
!:' .\ \ : 1.: ' 
.t ' \\ :-. d1gnum tantorum pretium tul1 t illa l .a:t>orus: 
',\ ( i\ ·;. \ 
oredibile est ipeam sic voluisse mpl.,'l ~\~ 1. (10) 
' ·," :'\''· 
Also note the similarity between Herrick's invooation\ t o(\ 
;. '·\. :_:~.; ~ ... \. 
r \- ,. 
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hie muse and Martial's invoca tion: 
(10) 
(11) 
. (12) 
a) 
b) 
"Whither, mad maiden, wilt thou roam? 'ii \, ;. 
·I: f\ l .'\'; 
, . ,. I ·, 
Far safer •twere to stay at home. • (lll : '\. \ _ 
"Aetherias. lascive, cupis vo1ita.re pe~ ~~h~aa, ? 
I! I'•· I 
1\ t\.' ' 
1, fuge, sed pot eras tut1or esse dom1° •J~~~ 
!'I \ 1 
II \ '. 
Epigrammata: IV, 32 . 
Heeperides: "To hie Kuee• 
B:pigrammata: I, 3 
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Also note t his lack of seriousness in the following 
parallels: 
a) nTis sin to throttle wine"(l3), which is a 
direct translation of Martial: 
b) "Scelue est jugulare Falernum"(l4); and tbe 
similarity of ideas in: 
a) •rat be my hind; unlearned be 111 w1fe. 
Peaceful my night, my day devoid of str1fe." •. (lS) 
b) "sit mihi verna satur, eit .. non doet.1ss1m~ .coniunx, 
·.,_ 
sit nox cum eomno, sitsTrie lite dies" (16) 
Several other examples such as these may be found through~ 
~ \ 
out the lines of Herrick and l!artial. ·They defin1 tely ;· 
\ illustrate the l arge scope of ides.s upon wh;1ch these . men · ..
. \\ 
write and, for the most part. the apparent laok of 
seriousness with which they write. 
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In the fourth place; the resemblance between Herr1~~'\ \ 
d\ I .: .. 
. and a .. rt1al is most clearly seen in those oono1ee epigr~~'-
which deal with the fate of their poetry. art1al 's mobb \\ 
I ' ~ .' ' '· 
'\\ !' ·\ 
is a combination of the serious and the humorous as he :· ·\\ 
hopes for a just return in t his life and everlasting f~m~ ·-
, J·i '. 
. ', i ~ .: 
in eternity, and this att1 tude is also adopted by Herriot ~ :, 
' · h \ 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) (lS) 
Hesperidee: "How He Would 
Ep1fV:"ammatat I, 9 
Hesperides: 1 H1s Wish" 
Epigrammata: II, 90 
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Drinke his Wine" ' A\ 
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In the various epigrams, ''To his Book", the latter often 
uses direct translations of the former and at other times 
borrows several of his i deas . Compare, for example, the 
following lines of Herrick: 
"To read my book the virgin shy 
May blush while Brutus standeth by; 
But ·when he's gone, read, through what's writ, 
And never stain a cheek for it," (17) 
with those \fritten by Martial: 
"Erubuit poeuitque meum Lucretia 11brum 
Sed coram Bruto; Brute, reoede. leget.• (18) 
Both men, moreover, speak humorously, and yet seriously, 
of their work: 
a) ".!ake haste away and let one be 
A friendly patron unto thee; 
Lest, rapt from hence, I. see thee lie 
Torn for. the use of pastery: 
Or see thy 1njur 1 d leaves serve well 
To make loose gm~ms for mackerel: 
Or see the grocers in a trice 
.,• 
•, ,· 
ltake hoods of thee to serve out spice.~ (19) 
(17) Hee erides: "To his Book" (18) 1 rammata: XI, 16 
(19) He~perides: "To his Book" 
,-1 . 
,.b) "ei · te pectore-, -at tenebi t ore, 
. . :' 
:' ., 
nee rhonchos metuee .maligniorum 
nee eoombrie tunicae dabis rnolestas." (20) 
pther parallels to these two quot ations may also be found 
"/ 
// in llartial' s _!eigrammata (III ,2) and in Oatullus' 
.. :. ·~. 
Oarmina (XOV). Martial and Herrick both hope for the 1m-
mortality of their poetry, and Herrick actually believes 
I 
in it even though he often speaks of it in a humorous 
I 
vein. 
r 
/ . Although many of the observations made in this · 
i' 
p hapter might be applied to some of the other Roman 
./.·' 
/' ;vritere, there are certain distinctions which must be 
)! 
/ .. II ,, made in the eimilari ty between Herrick and Martial• 
/I ./- ~ >Despite the mea~riees, the vulgarity, and the obscenity 
/.[ .( fo~nd in a great -deal of their poetry; their spontaneous 
.:' / ;J I ,' 1 
·I' _,(wit 1 their accurate observation, and the ViVid present&-( . ;l 
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' 'i .. tion of what they ·actually see is so much a part of each 
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_ .. , · ~ _ m.an that one m~y easily see the resemblance between the 
f' I · i 
two. It is not af all hard to believe that most of 
their writing ;:is ila.rgely conventional and due to the 
. . 
. i 
times in which th,~Y , lived; nor is it hard to believe them 
. \ ,, both when they ea.t:;L·: 
. i \. 
i I /: 
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a) "Wantons we are, - and though· our --words be- such, 
Our lives do differ from our lines by much." ( 21) 
b) 11 lasciva est nobis pagina, vita proba." ' (22) 
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(21) Hesperides: •Poets" 
(22) Epigrammata: I, 4 
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Conclusion 
In his wealth of . classical allusions Herrick shows 
both his intimacy with the classics and hie knowledge of 
Roman life for he not only echoes the moods of the Roman 
\friters but also transfers the customs and ceremonial 
rites of that ancient civilization to an English setting. 
The similarities between his poetry and that of Oatullus, 
Horace, Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid, and Martial are due 
more to an assimilation of subject matter,. tone, diction, 
.. t : 
.· spirit, and mood than to imi t .ation or influence. The 
artificiality of their verses is caused by stock themes, 
foremost of which are the "oarpe diem" motif, the vengeance 
of Cupid upon those •ho refuse to love, the susceptibility 
of many loves, the claim that death is often caused by the 
cruelty of a mistress, and, in short, the whole series of 
love poe~s addressed to a mistress. Other stock themes 
include the eul ogy of a patron, the description of country 
life, and the portrayal of rural religious festivals, but 
these appear to the reader to be lacking in the genuine 
or seeming art1f1c1alty of the other themes. 
In regard to definite parallels, Herrick resembles 
Ovid, Propertius, Tibullus, and Oatullus particularly in 
his love poetry; Tibullus and Horace in his lines on 
country life; t::a..nd Martial in his epigrams. Reminiscences 
of Virgil, Juvenal, Macrobius, and Gellius are also 
visible but not so extensive; although it is the belief 
of F. w. Moorman that the last two furnish Herrick with 
his knowledge of Roman eooia.l life and ceremonial. 
Similarities to Virgil's verses are seen in Herrick's 
lines on country life; and Juvenal'e bitter satire is 
seen in the latter's satiric epigrams. Most of the 
classical parallels to Herrick's verses come, however, 
from the Augustan !legists (Tibullus, Propertius, and 
Ovid), Horace. Oatullus, and Martial. 
Summary 
1 Herrick is, in a word, the seventeenth century's 
clearest exemplar of a foreign influence thoroly 
assimilated, the final triumph of the Class ical urge in 
the English Renaissance." (41) Thus it is that one observer 
sums up the similarity between the Englishman, Robert 
Herrick, and those Roman writers, - Oatullus, Horace, 
Tibullus, Propertiue, Ovid, and Martial - whose works are 
eo much akin to hie. It is a similarity in subject-matter, 
tone, mood, diction, and taste. It is, moreover, aseimila~ 
tion rather than imitation on Herrlokts part. Hie poetry 
is so filled with classical allusions that it may very 
seldom be said that he is influenced by any particular 
Roman writer. His verses are steeped in the traditional 
and conventional stock themes of Roman poetry: the love of 
a mistress, the swift passing of youth and love, the 
eulogy of a patron, the praise of rural life, the descrip-
tion of rural religious festivities~ etc. It is for this 
reason that his lines very often seem artificial and lack-
ing in sincerity, although he is at hie beet in his verses 
on friendship and on country life which contain wholesome 
rules for living and which assume a thoroughly English 
character. 
(41) Aiken, Pauline: The Influence of the Latin Ele~iete 
on English Lyric Poetry, 1600-1 50 
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